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INTRODUCTION
Objectivesof the Study
Although not required by law to do so, the State of Alaska uses the federal decennial census count
of the state's population as a basis for redistricting the state legislature. This study was commissioned by
the Reapportionment Board to answer the question of whether the decennial census count is the best
source of data for redistricting.
The methods used to examine the quality of the decennial census count also offered an opportunity
to assess the quality of demographic, social, and economic data collected from samples of households.
These same methods provided a useful basis for recommendations on how to improve the next decennial
census.

Summary of Findings
1.

No other source of population data is suitable as a basis for redistricting. Eligibility criteria
for the Permanent Fund Dividend (PFD) program exclude people who are eligible to vote.
In addition, PFD records do not permit reporting of population counts for geographic areas
small enough to be useful building blocks for redistricting. Revenue sharing and both
state and federal inter-census population reports are in large part based on estimates and
are also not available on a small area basis.

2.

While the study identified specific circumstances resulting in probable undercounts of
segments of the Alaska population, there was no substantial undercount of housing or
population. Census procedures improved markedly since 1980.

3.

The enumeration of households in bush Alaska benefitted from the combined use of
traveling team leaders and local enumerators.

4.

Despite conversion to a computerized map base since the 1980 census, the Census
Bureau encountered substantial problems with maps used in enumeration.

5.

Counts of vacant housing units in villages may have included structures which are not
suitable for habitation.

6.

Employment questions referring to "last week" can be interpreted to pertain to an unknown
mix of weeks starting in February and ending in May.

7.

Reports of income related to commercial fishing are likely to substantially overestimate net
business income.

8.

Refusals to census questions on income and child bearing continues to undermine the
value of census results for local program planning and statewide policy development. In
part these refusals result from comments made by local officials and media personalities
during the census.

9.

Fieldworker understanding of sampling procedures improved in the 1990 census.
Remaining problems appear to stem from field worker assignments which were too large
to complete within the deadlines established.

10.

Recommendations for the Year 2000 Census appear in chapter six.

Study Methods

If alternative sources of population data suitable for redistricting existed, our study approach would
require a comparison of the relative quality of each source. A quick review of other sources of population
data revealed that none can serve as a basis for redistricting. The most commonly identified alternative
source is the file of persons registered to receive a permanent fund dividend check. This database is
inadequate as a basis for redistricting for two reasons.
First, some people who are eligible to vote in state elections are ineligible to receive a permanent
fund dividend check. Current permanent fund dividend eligibility criteria require proof of at least one year
of physical residency in Alaska. In addition, the applicant must submit evidence that he or she has become
an Alaska resident. An individual can register to vote by establishing a primary legal residence in the state
for 30 days.
Second, the permanent fund dividend file is not structured to provide population counts at a
geographic level sufficiently small to build equal-sized districts in urban areas. Block-level data or at most
neighborhood level data is required for this task.
Other sources of population data include revenue sharing figures compiled by the Alaska
Department of Community and Regional Affairs, population estimates prepared by the state demographer
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in the Alaska Department of Labor, and estimates prepared by the Census Bureau itself. None of these
sources include estimates for small geographic areas. For better or worse, then, the federal decennial
census is the only possible source of population data suitable for redistricting.
The choice of methods thus becomes one of how best to evaluate the quality of the decennial
census itself. An approach used by the Census Bureau to check its own work was to select a sample of
geographic areas, list housing units, enumerate household members and match the results with the original
census count. We could not follow this approach as it requires access to confidential census records.
Another approach is to compare aggregate census population counts for consistency with other
sources of data. This approach suffers from the fact that other sources are either not comparable (i.e. the
permanent dividend file) or are estimates based on the 1980 census count and various counts of
subpopulations available during the intervening period. Such comparisons can, however, at least suggest
whether or not the 1990 count was markedly different from what was expected. Figure 1 suggests no
marked divergence of 1990 population counts from expectations.
The approach chosen to evaluate the 1990 census in Alaska was to assess how well the procedures
employed during the census worked. We reasoned that the accuracy of census data is largely dependent
upon the degree to which these procedures were both appropriate and well executed.
Our major sources of information about census procedures were census workers, most of whom
are Alaska residents who worked as enumerators, crew leaders, team leaders, field operations supervisors,
and district office personnel. We followed a similar approach in our review of the 1980 census (Kruse and
Travis, 1981).
We began by interviewing the district office manager, Deborah Randall, just before she closed the
district office in Anchorage. Through interviews with Ms. Randall and other district office staff we constructed
a detailed chronology and description of census procedures.
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Figure 1
Comparison of Population Data
U.S. Census 1980, 1990
Alaska Population Overview 81-88

Comparison of Population Data
U.S. Census 1980, 1990
Alaska Population Overview 81-88
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Our approach required contacting individual census workers. We requested the Census Bureau to
provide a listing of the names, addresses, phone numbers, and positions of all persons who worked on the
1990 census in Alaska. The Bureau complied within the limits of the confidentiality policy established for
their personnel records by providing a listing of the names and positions for 1,796 field personnel, some of
whom were hired but did not actually work on the census.
Fortunately, ongoing research activities at the institute provided an alternative method of identifying
census workers. We contacted ex-census workers we knew and asked them to refer us to other workers.
Through this voluntary network, we compiled a list of 815 census workers.

We were able to find current

phone numbers for 508 of these workers.
We developed separate structured interview schedules for each fieldworker position based on
preliminary interviews with census workers and several rounds of pretests. We then trained an experienced
staff of 7 interviewers in the objectives and methods of the study.
Our interviewers attempted to contact all of the 508 census workers for whom we had current
telephone numbers.

All calls were made between

April 20 and May 9, 1991. Thirty-seven of the 508

reported that they had not actually worked on the census. Interviewers successfully completed interviews
with 415 census workers for a response rate of 88 percent. Since the personnel list provided by the Census
Bureau identifies only the last position held by an individual (e.g. an enumerator during field follow-up) and
included individuals who were hired but who never worked on the census, we cannot precisely report our
coverage of census workers by position. We conservatively estimate that we interviewed 22 percent of all
active enumerators and 46 percent of all active team leaders, crew leaders, and field operations supervisors.
Our interviews with census workers cannot be assumed to be statistically representative of the
For this reason, throughout this report we refer to

perceptions and experiences of all census workers.

characteristics of our respondents rather than extrapolating results to all census workers.
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During our review of the 1980 census we concluded that the success of some census procedures
varied substantially by region. Such regional differences can have important implications for redistricting if
they suggest, for example, differential undercounts. For this reason most of the study results pertaining to
field workers are separately reported by region. To provide the reader with some basis for evaluating our
results, Figure 2 displays the number of field worker (i.e. enumerator and team leader) interviews by region.
A particular field worker may have worked in more than one region.

Organizationof the Report
Chapter two presents an overview of 1990 census operations. Chapter three addresses the question
of whether there was a substantial undercount of housing units by focusing on the factors which might lead
to undercounts.

Chapter four uses the same approach to address the question of whether there was a

substantial undercount of people. Chapter five examines the meaning of sample data. Chapter six presents
our recommendations for the year 2000 census. An appendix to this report includes the structured interview
schedules used In the study.
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Figure 2: Field Worker Interviews
by Region
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2. An Overviewof 1990 Census Operations
Alaska's combination of cities, surrounding dispersed housing, and remote villages present unique
challenges to anyone attempting a complete count of population and housing. Much of Alaska's population
lives in either the Anchorage Municipality or the urbanized area of Fairbanks (i.e. the City of Fairbanks and
College) where most housing units can be identified by both mailing and physical addresses. The Census
Bureau treated these areas as they did other urban areas in the United States. They mailed census forms
to individual households and asked people to complete the forms and to return the completed forms by mail
(Mail Out/Mail Back).

Another large segment of Alaska's population lives in dispersed single family housing or in small
cities In which addressing is less uniform. The Census Bureau Included in this category the remainder of
the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Mat-Su, Kenai Peninsula, Juneau, Ketchikan, Haines, and Sitka
boroughs, and the cities of Wrangell, Petersburg, Skagway, Valdez, and Cordova. Enumerators listed
housing units and enumerated household members in these areas (List/Enumerate). The Census Bureau
refers to the List/Enumerate method as "regular'' (i.e. the traditional method of enumeration), differentiating
it from Mail Out/Mail Back and a third method used in the "outlying areas" of Alaska. This third method is
commonly referred to as the Remote census in Alaska. enumeration.
The Mail Out/Mail Back and List/Enumerate areas of Alaska constitute only a small portion of the
state's 570,833 square miles. Most of the remaining population live in villages which are widely dispersed
and can be reached only by plane or boat. The Census Bureau used a modified version of the
list/enumerate approach in these outlying, or remote, areas.
Both Mail Out/Mail Back, List/Enumerate, and Remote enumeration procedures are designed for
the enumeration of single family housing units, apartments, condominiums, and mobile homes. Other living
quarters such as hospitals, prisons, fish processing facilities, lumber camps, oil field camps are enumerated
as special places under different procedures. A third set of procedures pertain to the enumeration of the
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military. The Bureau uses still other procedures to separately account for transients,the homeless,and
people who are on shipboardor overseas.

Mail Out/Mail Back Areas
Starting In 1988, the Census Bureau began to develop address lists covering the Anchorage
Municipality, the city of Fairbanks, and neighboring College, Alaska. This effort included a listing of all
housing units in the Fairbanks core and outlying areas of the Municipality and the purchase of a commercial
mailing list covering the core of the Anchorage Municipality. The Bureau then constructed a Tape Address
Register (TAR) from the commercial mailing list. In May of 1989, the Census Bureau field checked housing
units, updating both the prelist and TAR areas. This was followed a month later with an Advanced Post
Office Check (APOC) in which the Postal Service matched published addresses against their deliveries.
In January 1990 the Census Bureau updated TAR addresses through the Postal Service, followed
in February by a post office check (Casing Check) for both TAR and prelist addresses. The Census Bureau
developed maps for Mail Out/Mail Back areas by working cooperatively with the Anchorage Municipality and
the Fairbanks North Star Borough.
The Bureau mailed bar coded short forms to five-sixths of all households and long forms to one-sixth
of all households in mail out/mail back areas on March 23, 1990. Residents were asked to complete and
return the forms. The bar codes on returned, completed forms were electronically "wanded" to record their
return. Contrary to the expectations of Census Bureau staff, the Postal Service returned most forms sent
to vacant housing units, post office boxes, or which were undeliverable for some other reason to either the
Anchorage District Office or a Census processing center in Jeffersonville, Indiana.

Census staff in

subsequently attempted to deliver the forms returned as vacant in person so that they could be completed
and mailed back.
Non-response follow-up (NRFU) operations took place between May 1 and June 9, 1990. In this
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phase enumerators visited housing units not returning forms (including households sent ACR's, the wrong
type of census form), checked vacant housing units, deleted structures erroneously listed as housing units,
visited the physical address of units receiving mail at a postal box, and handled housing units for which
some address problem existed.
Between May 7 and May 21, 1990, census workers pulled a sample of forms and verified with
housing occupants the names of all occupants and the address (Re-interview). The Bureau also sampled
forms handled by enumerators who turned in unusually high numbers of long forms for vacant or single
person housing units.
The Census Bureau used two methods to check that completed forms entered the data processing
system. First, clerks ordered the forms numerically and matched physical forms with the address registers.
Second, clerks matched a computer listing of registered forms with the address registers. These checks
(referred to as Merge operations) were completed in mid-June.
The Field Follow-up phase in mail out/mail back areas started in mid-June and was completed July
24, 1990.

The purpose of Field Follow-up was to update address registers to reflect an accurate

classification of housing units reported as vacant or determined not to be housing units (i.e. deleted).
During Field Follow-up enumerators also verified that each block previously determined to have no living
quarters (NLQ) was accurately listed and revisited households associated with forms that failed to pass the
editing process.
In early August enumerators returned to a sample of housing units that changed their status from
vacancy to delete or vice-versa during the Field Follow-up operations. A final field check of each housing
unit against an address register entry and map took place for selected address register areas in Fairbanks
and Anchorage took place between August 8 and August 15, 1990. Local jurisdictions received counts of
the number of housing units and group quarters population by block, a total count of vacant housing units,
and a total population count for review August 27, 1990.
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List EnumerateAreas
The second type of enumeration, list/enumerate, required enumerators list and enumerate all
housing units as they canvassed their assigned areas. As a control check on regular enumerator listings,
advance list enumerators listed housing units in all list/enumerate areas in March, 1990. Crew leaders, hired
to supervise enumerators in regular census areas, received five days of training starting March 12.
Enumerator training took place a week later.
The Census Bureau asked the Postal Service to mail Advance Census Reports (ACR's), a version
of the short form, to all addresses in selected zip code areas. Actual listing and enumeration activities
started March 26 and were completed in all list/enumerate areas except Fairbanks by May 18, 1990. The
Fairbanks enumeration was completed in the first week of June. The Census Bureau drew a sample of forms
and verified the names of occupants and the address with a household member between June 25 and July
15. Merge and Field Follow-up operations occurred during the same periods as noted for mail out/mail
back. Housing coverage checks, including checks of blocks thought to have no living quarters that were
located adjacent to populated blocks, took place during the second week of August in the list/enumerate
portion of the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Mat-Su Borough and the cities of Juneau and Douglas.
The Bureau provided counts for local review August 27, 1990 and conducted an internal count
review in the latter part of September by comparing 1990 counts with 1980 counts and with more recent
estimates.

RemoteAreas
The Bureau established four regions for the remote enumeration consisting of between 48 and 85
villages and several "hub", or regional, centers.

Between April 1989 and October 1989, four Census

Community Awareness Specialists (CCAS) were assigned the tasks of informing village leaders about the
census, identifying and recruiting census workers through referrals made by community leaders, establishing
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communications through an unpaid community liaison, identifying special places, and obtaining advance
information on census worker housing, transportation which they compiled as village profiles. CCAS staff
were supervised out of the Seattle regional office. They visited some 211 Native villages at least once.
Several field operations supervisors assisted the CCAS workers in completing a second round of visits to
all Native villages and a first round visit to 35 non-Native communities.
The 1990 remote census personnel organization included two types of field workers responsible for
listing and enumeration activities: enumerators and team leaders. The team leader concept emerged from
the experience of the 1980 census. In 1980, the bureau planned to staff all of its remote enumeration
activities with locally hired enumerators who were to receive classroom training at centralized locations. The
bureau experienced extremely high turnover rates in its remote enumerator positions. This led to delays,
confusion, added expense, and reduced the accuracy of the count.
In an effort to avoid a similar experience in 1990, the Bureau decided to recruit both local
enumerators and a group of people (team leaders) who would work for a longer period, travelling from
village to village. Team leaders trained local enumerators on the job and conducted a large part of the
enumeration themselves. The Bureau expected one team leader to cover an average of three villages, thus
requiring approximately 130 team leaders.
CCAS workers attempted to recruit team leaders as well as enumerators from rural areas. Most
people who actually applied for the team leader position resided in Anchorage, Fairbanks, the Mat-Su
borough, or in Juneau. Team leaders went through seven days of training starting February 5, 1990. The
training included two days in one of 25 villages. The Bureau hired local residents as guides in the training
villages.
The Census Bureau divided the remote enumeration itself into four geographic areas, each to be
enumerated in a different time period (Wave).These areas and the enumeration time period associated with
each area are displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure3
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Although CCAS staff had attempted to recruit local enumerators, team leaders often recruited and
hired local enumerators themselves to be sure that a local enumerator was hired in every village. These
enumerators generally worked as guides and interpreters. Team leaders completed the enumeration of a
village and reviewed summary counts with local leaders before travelling to the next community.

Nome,

Bethel, Kotzebue, Barrow, Dillingham, Kodiak, and the North Slope, Northwest Arctic, Kodiak, Aleutians East,
and Lake and Peninsula boroughs received census counts for review August 27, 1990.

Special Places
The identification of group quarters began in Washington DC based in part on purchased lists and
on telephone contacts. CCAS staff identified special places in remote areas starting in June 1989. In October
1989 Seattle census staff reviewed telephone book yellow pages and contacted community groups, college
offices, canneries, and oil companies to determine expected numbers of people in group quarters and
individual housing. Prelisting and advance listing activities in February 1990 also produced updates to the
list of special places.
Special place enumeration teams used Individual Census Report Forms (ICR's) to enumerate group
quarters in mail out/ mail back and list/enumerate census areas beginning on April 1, 1990. Both team
leaders and special place team leaders enumerated special places in remote areas. A team leader from
Kotzebue enumerated workers at the Red Dog mine, for example, while special teams handled Prudhoe Bay,
Kuparuk, and the pump stations along the trans-Alaska pipeline. Three special place team leaders handled
the lumber camps in Southeast Alaska while team leaders assisted at times by two special place team
leaders enumerated the fish processing facilities on the Aleutians.
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Military
Census Bureau staff delivered Military Census Reports (MCR's) to designated representatives on
each military base in Alaska. These representatives distributed and collected the MCR's through the place
of work of each military service member. Service members who lived off base or who lived in on-base family
housing also received a census form through regular census procedures.

DistrictOffice Operations
Daily operations for the 1990 census in Alaska were directed from a single district office located in
Anchorage. The district office was opened January 27, 1989. The District Office Manager reported to the
Seattle Regional Office. She directly supervised two Assistant Managers of Field Operations (AMFO's), one
in charge of list/enumerate and mail out/mail back operations, and the other in charge of the remote
enumeration. The district manager also supervised an Assistant Manager of Administration, an Assistant
Manager of Office Operations, an Assistant Manager of Electronic Data Processing (AMEDP), a Recruiting
The AMFO's in turn supervised Field Operations

Operations Supervisor and two support positions.

Assistants (FOS's) who were based around the state. As mentioned earlier, the four Census Community
Awareness Specialists (CCAS) operated out of the Anchorage district office but were supervised by Seattle
regional office staff.
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3. Was There A Substantial
Undercount of Housing Units?
Several factors can produce an undercount of housing units.

First Is the quality of census

personnel. If field workers lack skills, training, or motivation their work Is likely to be less accurate. Second
is the size of the workload. If assignments are too large to complete well In the time given compromises
are likely to be made. These compromises may, for example, include decisions to omit careful checks for
hidden or isolated housing units. A third factor which may produce an undercount of housing units is map
quality. Poor maps may compete for limited time, or may so confuse the enumerator as to result in missed

(or double counted) units. Finally, lack of access may keep field workers from personally checking for the
existence and status of housing units.

Quality of Census Personnel

We asked the 148 team leaders, crew leaders, and field operations supervisors we interviewed
whether most of the people they supervised worked out well. Virtually all responded positively. These
positive assessments are an Important indication of a general perception among census workers of a
professional work force but they may mask some of the specific problems they encountered. We therefore
pursued the question of quality of personnel further by examining the factors of pay, training, turnover, and
recruitment procedures.

Pay

Throughout this report we compare the 1980 and 1990 censuses as a way of evaluating aspects of
the census which have no absolute measure of quality. In 1980 a mixture of piece rate and hourly rate pay
systems were used. The piece rate system can work well in situations where most of the housing to be
enumerated requires similar levels of effort and where vacancies are low. These circumstances generally
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did not exist in the areas in which the piece rate system was used in 1980. As a result, census workers had
an incentive to skimp on their efforts. As one Anchorage crew leader commented in 1980:

The real problem was that the enumerators didn't get paid for a callback,
but they did get paid for a vacancy. so if they wrote the word "vacancy•
on the form, they would get paid. We knew it would happen, it's just
human nature.
Enumerators in the 1980 census reported that their average hourly wage was just over five dollars. In 1990
all enumerators were paid by the hour. In addition, the Bureau adopted wage rates that were intended to
attract sufficient qualified workers. Remote enumerators earned $8 per hour plus a $2 per hour non-taxable
COLA (equalling an effective wage of about $10.85 per hour). Team leaders earned an effective wage of
about $13.50 per hour and remote field operations supervisors earned an effective wage of approximately
$15.00 per hour plus per diem they received but did not always have to spend. Regular enumerators, crew
leaders, and field operations supervisors effectively earned $10.85, $11.50, and $12.25 per hour respectively.
In addition to hourly wages, enumerators and team leaders were eligible for bonuses if they
accurately completed 50 "cases" (housing units) and if they reached a higher goal and stayed on the job
through the end of the census.
Over 80 percent of the enumerators, team leaders, and crew leaders thought the pay was fair for
the work they did although some remote enumerators thought that the combination of higher pay and per
diem for team leaders was unfair. We asked the same question of the field operations supervisors; only 64
percent responded that the pay was fair. Field operations supervisors working in list/enumerate areas found
the non-response follow-up phase of their work particularly taxing. One commented about both their own
situation and that of their workers:

The 40 hour work week was a joke. The people seemed to feel a sense
of loyalty to get the work done. I couldn't give them overtime; they knew
they couldn't ask for it. That wasn't fair.
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Training
Training is critical to the quality of enumerator work because the vast majority of enumerators and
team leaders start out unfamiliar with census procedures. In 1980, training was primarily approached as
centralized classroom instruction. Rural enumerators travelled to the training site and returned home
presumably ready to independently perform their role. In practice training materials arrived late, enumerators
did not absorb the voluminous pages of instruction, and most returned to their village without the necessary
skills or motivation to complete the enumeration.
Given the experience of 1980, we asked census workers if they obtained the information they
needed in the training they received. The vast majority (80-90 percent) reported that training materials were
ready and they left with the information they needed to do their jobs. A few observed that they thought crew
leaders should get more field experience. Team leaders got hands on training in a village in addition to
classroom instruction. Remote enumerators were trained by team leaders on the job. Clearly the approach
to training of census workers for the 1990 census was a success.

Turnover
Most enumerators originally hired and trained to work on the remote census in 1980 never actually
worked as enumerators.

Others attempted to do their jobs but later quit. Over half the 1980 census

enumerators we interviewed reported that someone else had previously worked in one of their assigned
areas and more than a third reported quitting before they completed their assignment.
In Bethel, for example, the original crew hired to conduct the census quit over a pay dispute. New
census workers could not make sense of the work already completed. Ultimately, the census was started
again from scratch. Both Nome and Kotzebue census workers reported problems as well, again associated
with staff turnover.
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Over the course of the 1980 census, three individuals served as district manager. At times there
was no district manager. Other key positions experienced high turnover as well. Meanwhile field staff
waited for decisions to be made, continued to make mistakes that went unchecked at the central office, and
often quit in frustration.
In stark contrast to this experience, the same person served as the district office manager from
January 1989 when the office opened through October 1990 when It closed. There was also no turnover
during the field phase of the census in the assistant manager of field operations positions. Three people
ultimately held the position of assistant manager for electronic data processing.
Sixty-six percent of the 180 regular census enumerators we interviewed worked at least five weeks.
Fifty-five percent of the team leaders we interviewed worked at least eight weeks. The median length of
employment of the interviewed field operations supervisors was 24 weeks. Turnover was only reported as
a problem among remote enumerators and among enumerators working in the field for the first time on the
non-response follow-up (NRFU) phase In mail out/mail back areas in Anchorage and Fairbanks.
As in the case of the 1980 census, it proved to be extremely difficult to hire and retain remote
enumerators. One district office supervisor estimated that 70 percent of the recruited remote enumerators
did not show up for the on-the-job training provided in their home village. Unlike the 1980 census, however,
the use of traveling team leaders meant that someone else could be recruited and trained on the spot.
Remote enumerators were also afforded the choice of either working as enumerators and/or
working as guides and interpreters.
A quarter of the remote enumerators we interviewed reported that they worked as guides or interpreters.
Another quarter said that they worked as guides and interpreters as well as in the role of enumerator. The
local knowledge of remote enumerators coupled with the experience of team leaders in enumeration
procedures proved to be a good combination.
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RecruitmentProcedures
Most 1980 census supervisor positions in Alaska were filled from lists of political referrals. While
referrals had lived in Alaska for many years and were familiar with its special problems, they were
inexperienced in how they needed to set up their operation to accomplish the myriad of specialized tasks
associated with the census. In our review of 1980 census operations we recommended that the 1990
census be staffed by people experienced in census procedures.
The success of the 1990 census in Alaska owes much to the fact that Census Bureau permanent
employees with years of experience in applying census procedures in Alaska filled the three top positions
overseeing field operations. Bureau staff did not receive instructions to fill census positions through political
referrals until months after the district office was opened and fully staffed.

Summaryon the Quality of CensusWorkers
In sum, then, the quality of census workers in 1990 was higher than that in 1980 because the pay
was higher, training was better, turnover was lower, and because professional census staff filled top
managerial positions.

Size of Assignments
We now turn from factors related to the quality of census workers to the conditions under which
these workers performed their jobs. A key aspect of census planning is the development of enumerator field
assignments. Ideally, assignments should be large enough to be completed by a reasonably industrious
enumerator within a specified field period.
The size of assignments was related to the type of enumeration and the way in which the 1990
census geography was constructed.

Bush assignments were as small as 100 housing units while mail

out/mail back assignments in downtown Anchorage or Fairbanks were as large as 1,000 housing units.
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Overall, most enumerators and team leaders did not think that their original assignments were too
large (see Figure 4). More working in Fairbanks, on the Kenai Peninsula, or in Juneau/ Ketchikan/Sitka
thought their assignments were too big.

Beneath this rather rosy view, however, were two significant

problems.
First, the assignments for mail out/mail back areas were based on the assumption that most forms
would be successfully delivered, completed, and returned. In fact, however, only 52 percent of mailed forms
were returned. Anchorage and Fairbanks had the lowest return rates in the country. Enumerators working
on the non-response follow-up phase of the census in mail out/ mail back areas had a much larger task on
their hands than anyone had planned.
Reasons for the low return rate on mailed census forms are only partly clear. Housing markets in
both Fairbanks and Anchorage were still depressed in 1990 with the result that vacancies were higher. All
vacancies required a field check.

It also turned out that many households in Eagle River, Chugiak,

Girdwood, Fairbanks use post boxes to receive their mail. Since the post office did not deliver census forms
to post boxes, these households also required a field visit. The extent to which refusals to complete and
mail back a census form contributed to the low return rate is unknown.

It does raise the possibility,

however, that the anti-government sentiment shared by many Alaska residents may have extended to the
census.

A second reason why urban assignments tended to be too large is an unintended consequence of
local participation In a pre-census program to construct census reporting units. In 1985, the State of Alaska
accepted an invitation from the Census Bureau to participate in the Block Boundary Suggestion Program.
A phase of this program involved the identification of block groups for reporting purposes. The state asked
localities such as the Fairbanks North Star Borough to suggest boundaries for block groups. The borough
did so probably not knowing that each block group would later be assigned to a single enumerator in the
form of an Address Register Area (ARA). While the borough had reasonably accurate housing counts, the
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block groups Identified by borough staff often were too large for a single enumerator to complete on
schedule. One crew leader reported,

My ARA [Address Register Area] was supposed to have 100 or so houses
where, in fact, it had BOOplus houses.

A field operations supervisor of crew leaders commented,
All my crew leaders had assignments that were too big to be completed
on time. The Census Bureau had seriously underestimated the number
of housing units.

Based on our understanding of enumerator assignments were constructed, the problem was not the
underestimation of housing units; rather, it was the lack of consideration by local governments, the state,
and the Census Bureau given to how well block groups would work as enumerator assignment areas.
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Figure 4: Was Your Original Assignment
Larger Than You Could Complete in the
Time You Were Given?
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Overly large assignments appeared to be a problem in areas surrounding the Fairbanks core, on
the Kenai Peninsula and around Juneau for about a quarter of interviewed enumerators and a quarter to a
half of interviewed crew leaders. Most crew leaders reporting this problem, however, were able to assign
more enumerators to help. While more realistic assignments would have improved the efficiency of the
count, it does not appear that problems with assignment size ultimately contributed to a significant
undercount of housing units.

Quality of Maps

In the view of most field workers, poor quality maps posed the single greatest problem in the 1990
census. A few examples of comments we received set the stage for our discussion:

Valdez was the worst. The old town that was wiped out in the 1964
earthquake still showed. We had to canvas the area. The computer drew
in streets that were not there in the middle of Valdez. In the Mat-Su valley
sometimes a stream would show up as a road and roads weren't there.
Maps weren't to the right scale. They were outdated. There weren't
names for the roads on the maps and some of the roads have existed
since the 1940's at least.
[We found] streams that were roads; roads that were streams. Political
boundaries that were incorrect. Nonexistent roads that were listed. Streets
not listed. Distance scales off in less urban areas.
Poor maps were the number one complaint with my enumerators over
dogs, mean people with rifles, and hell's angels.

Poor maps lend themselves to war stories. Map reading in an unfamiliar community can be frustrating in the
best of circumstances. One crew leader with experience in both Southeast and Southcentral Alaska
estimated that 75 percent of the maps were correct.
To understand the source of field worker perceptions about the maps it is necessary to go back to
the 1980 census. Poor map quality plagued the 1980 census. In areas experiencing rapid growth over the
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last decade, entire subdivisions were missing from maps. Maps of rural communities lacked the geographic
detail necessary to locate boundaries of settlements. Apparently map problems were not limited to Alaska.
Following the 1980 census, the Bureau embarked on an ambitious program to create a computerized map
database. In Alaska, this meant starting with hard copy U.S.G.S. maps on a scale of 1:250,000 for most of
the state and 1:63,000 for settled areas along the road system.
The 1:63,000 U.S.G.S. map series for Alaska were last updated between 1975 and 1985. The
1:250,000 series were last updated in the 1970's and early 80's. While the task of automating these maps
was substantial, the resulting depiction of roads was outdated by at least five years and in some cases as
much as 20 years. During the intervening years, for example, the village of Holy Cross was moved. To make
matters worse, contracting procedures calling for selection of the lowest bidder lead to the selection of a
firm without the proper equipment to check and correct map data as it was entered.
The U.S.G.S. maps were not the only source of map data used in the 1990 census in Alaska. As a
participant in the Block Boundary Suggestion Program, the State of Alaska solicited geographic information
from boroughs, cities, villages, and the Local Boundary Commission. The Municipality of Anchorage, for
example, was able to provide excellent current information. One Census Bureau official commented that
map information sent by the Mat-Su Borough was, "one of the best sources we received", but noted that
it was current through 1984. Only about 25 percent of bush communities sent in maps. Bureau staff used
this uneven source material to augment the U.S.G.S. map base, designating block group boundaries, some
features to be used to construct individual blocks, political boundaries, and the boundaries to be used in
the enumeration of unincorporated settlements of 25 or more people (Census Designated Places).
Bureau officials told the state that they would reserve all streams greater than 50 feet wide and
named roads as block boundaries. Beyond this it was largely up to the state and its local jurisdictions to
suggest natural and man-made features to serve as block boundaries. In an effort to limit the number of
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invisible boundaries, the Bureau also announced that boundaries could only be extended beyond visible
features by 100 feet.
State and local officials in Alaska and elsewhere quickly ran into difficulties coming up with current,
scaled block boundary data.

What states did about this problem apparently varied.

Some states

successfully pushed the rules on block boundaries to make greater use of invisible boundaries.

One

particularly important exception in this regard was to establish an invisible boundary parallel to a roadway,
thereby capturing housing located along the roadway in a strip block. Alaska did attempt to push the rules;
as a result, areas containing housing located along rural highways and roads often were part of much larger
areas containing no housing at all.

Oversize Blocks
We were concerned that census blocks were frequently be too large to serve as useful enumeration
units. Much of the landscape surrounding villages and coastal settlements stretches for miles before being
intersected by mountain ridges or identifiable streams. Man-made features may be totally absent on the
perimeter of a roadside settlement or isolated village. When asked whether the census blocks were small
enough to find all the housing units, however, 80 to 89 percent of the different types of census workers we
interviewed said "yes" (see Figure 5). And, of those who said "no", 75 to 100 percent said that they, "found
all the housing units in the blocks that were too big." At least in the minds of the census workers, then,
oversize blocks did not prove to be a significant problem in the 1990 census.

Block Boundariesand Roads
Most enumerators and team leaders thought that, ''the block boundaries [were] generally possible
to locate without guessing" (see Figure 6). The coastal areas of Southeast as well as northern and western
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Alaska and to a lesser extent the rural interior of Alaska posed a general problem for a third of interviewed
enumerators and team leaders.
The accuracy with which roads were depicted on census maps proved to be more of a problem (see
Figure 7). While almost all interviewed Anchorage enumerators found that roads were shown accurately,
barely half of the enumerators we Interviewed who worked in Fairbanks, Juneau/Ketchikan/Sitka, or the MatSu borough felt the same way. Less than half of interviewed enumerators and team leaders thought most
roads were shown accurately in the rest of the state.
The lack of an accurate depiction of roads made it more difficult for an enumerator to locate and
list housing units. One way in which census workers got around the problem of poor census maps was to
use other maps. While census maps were the primary map source in the urban and roaded areas, census
workers more frequently reported using a combination of hand drawn maps and census maps in the rest
of the state (see Figure 8).
Our Interviews with census workers suggest that the problem with the depiction of roads was a
nuisance and added expense but probably did not prevent an accurate housing count.

Poor road

information probably accounts, however, for the general view that the maps provided were frequently poor.
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Figure 5: Were Census Blocks
Small Enough to Find All Housing Units?
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Figure 6: Were Block Boundaries
Possible to Locate Without Guessing?
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Figure 7: Were Most Roads
Shown Accurately on Census Bureau Maps
Where You Worked?
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Figure 8: Which Maps Were
Generally Used?
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Access
Because It is not possible to drive everywhere in Alaska, providing enumerators access to locate
housing units and contact residents presents a unique challenge for the Census Bureau. Travel and per diem
costs can get quickly out of hand. It was for this reason that travel was tightly controlled from Seattle in the
1980 census. Census workers interviewed at that time expressed frustration at having to wait for permission
to travel beyond the time when it made sense to make the trip. Travel authorization was moved to the
Anchorage district office in the 1990 census. In many cases the field operations supervisors could approve
travel without contacting the district office and team leaders could make their own travel arrangements.
Ninety-one percent of interviewed team leaders reported that they could, "travel at a time when it made the
most sense". Ninety-two percent of the field operation supervisors overseeing team leader operations
confirmed this view.
Special circumstances in Alaska did, however, pose access problems. In part these problems can
be attributed to the shear size of areas to be covered by a single enumerator:

[One] area was 3,000 square miles. Enumeration was by word of mouth
or by air taxi operator, and I couldn't fly over the area.

No way I could cover the entire area, square mile by square mile. My
methods relied on knowledgeable sources and they could have forgotten
some [housing units].
(Were any housing units missed?)
Absolutely. We found 28 original places that were not on the maps by
flying over the place. You can't take some people's word for things.
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Access problems were also related to the type of transportation available to the enumerator. An field followup enumerator confined to the road system in a list/enumerate census area commented:

I had map spots back there but to check them out was virtually impossible
-- too remote. I had house descriptions like 25 miles up this creek. It's
very hard enumerating by yourself. You're driving and trying to look out to
the left and right to locate cabins.

Enumerators in Southeast Alaska found it difficult to arrange for transportation:
If they expect you to do the census on float houses and on islands, they
should provide you with transportation.

We can either fly or boat; you don't drive here.

And, more generally, team leaders saw the prohibition of overtime pay for fieldwork as unrealistic in view
of the realities of the bush enumeration:

When flying out, we can't do it in a 40 hour week. We'd be better to work
7 days, then come back. It is better to pay overtime and per diem rather
than to go back [and forth] and/or pay per diem when we can't work.

Based on the above comments, it appears that the access problems In the 1990 census had more to do
with the ability of census workers to cover large areas and to use appropriate forms of transportation than
it had to do with obtaining timely approvals for travel. While the comments offered by interviewed census
workers cannot be taken as representative of all census workers, the comments suggest that access may
have contributed to an undercount of housing in regular census areas in Southeast Alaska where housing
could not be accessed by road and in parts of regular census areas elsewhere in the state (e.g. Mat-Su)
which were bounded but not penetrated by roads. We think that remote census team leaders had more
flexibility in modes of transportation used than regular census enumerators.
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Overcountof Vacancies
Our principal focus In this chapter is on factors which may have contributed to an undercount of
housing. During the design phase of the study, however, we heard that the communities of Kake and Fort
Yukon, and the Northwest Arctic Borough were concerned that structures not intended for habitation were
counted as vacant housing units. If true, the overcount of housing would have no affect on redistricting.
It could affect a community's eligibility for future housing assistance, however, and we decided to include
two questions on the subject in our Interview with census workers:

Although they not be comfortable, do you think that people could live in
most of the structures you listed as vacant housing units?
Did you find occupied housing units that were in as poor condition as the
worst vacant housing?

The Census Bureau defines living quarters as, "any place where people live or could live." As further
guidance, census manuals state that a structure should: (a) not be open to the elements as in, an
unoccupied living quarters for which the roof, walls, windows and/or doors no longer protect the interior
from wind, rain, or entry by unauthorized persons. Some indicators are: windows are broken and doors are
either missing or swinging open, parts of the roof and walls are missing or destroyed, parts of the building
have been blown or washed away, and/or part of the building is collapsed or missing; and, (b) not be used
for nonresidential purposes such as a business, storage of machinery or agricultural supplies, and so forth.
The Census Bureau definition does not refer to any requirement for a heating source, presumably
because the definition is intended to be applied by someone who does not have access to the interior of
the structure. Application of the definition could include structures that may have been used as housing at
one time or even structures which have never been used as housing but which are identical to other units
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that have been used as housing. The case of people living in refrigeration containers is an example of the
difficulty of setting a standard for what constitutes housing in Alaska.
More than three-quarters of the enumerators and team leaders we interviewed who worked in each
region thought that people could live in most of the housing units listed as vacant (see Figure 9). At the
same time, half or less of those working on the Kenai Peninsula, rural Southeast, the Mat-Su borough or
Juneau/ Ketchikan/Sitka encountered occupied housing units that were in as poor condition as the worst
vacant housing (see Figure 10). Less than two-thirds of those working in the interior, north, and western
parts of the state responded in the same way. Together, responses to the two questions suggest that most
housing listed as vacant could be occupied but that at least some of the worst housing listed as vacant may
not be housing at all.

Census FieldworkerPerceptions
We asked census workers directly if they thought some housing units were missed in areas where
they worked. The results reported in Figure 11 show the importance of time perspective among regular
census enumerators to the answer we received. Whereas 42 percent of interviewed advance listers thought
that some housing units were missed, 29 percent of interviewed enumerators and 19 percent of field followup workers felt the same way. Remote enumerators and team leaders were even less likely to think that
housing units were missed in areas where they worked.
We then looked at how just field follow-up and team leaders answered this question according to
where they worked. Those working in the Mat-Su borough were most likely to think that housing units were
missed (see Figure 12). It was a field follow-up enumerator working in the Mat-Su borough who we quoted
above saying that it was impossible to check out all the "map spots" with descriptions like, "25 miles up this
creek".
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Figure 9: Could People Live in Most
Housing Units Listed as Vacant?
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Figure 10: Was Any Occupied Housing
in as Poor Condition as the Worst
Vacant Housing?
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Figure 11: Were Some Housing Units
Missed? by Position from Start to
Completion of the Census
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Figure 12: Were Housing Units Missed
in Areas Where You Worked?
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Also consistent with our findings on access problems are the perceptions of field follow-up
enumerators working in regular census areas in Southeast Alaska (Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka). Twenty-one
percent thought that housing units where missed in areas where they worked. Finally, 24 percent of the
team leaders working in remote areas of interior Alaska thought that they missed housing units. We think
the underlying reason for the perception of Interior census workers Is contained in the comments cited
above regarding the tremendous size of enumeration areas to be checked. Low population densities in the
interior make it likely that team leaders working in the area had huge geographic assignments to cover.

Conclusionson Missed Housing Units
Of the factors we considered relevant to an undercount of housing units, we found that: (1) the
quality of census fieldworkers was high; (2) the size of assignments at the enumerator and team leader level
were generally manageable; (3) the quality of maps was abysmal but primarily a nuisance and expense
rather than an insurmountable obstacle to a good count; and, (4) access proved to be a problem in regular
census areas where housing units were not connected to the road network. While the question of access
points to an undercount of housing units in some areas, the weight of evidence points to a better count of
housing than In 1980 and in no way indicates that there was a substantial undercount of housing.
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4. Was There a Substantial
Undercountof People?

The most obvious way to miss people Is to miss the housing units they live in. We think the
undercount of occupied housing units was minor given that it appears to have been primarily restricted to
outlying areas generally containing only isolated housing units, and most of these housing units were
probably captured with second hand Information from air taxi operators and knowledgeable locals.
The second easiest way to miss people is to contact them long after the time when you are trying
to establish their residence. Ideally a census would be conducted where every housing unit is contacted on
a single day. The longer the time gap between first and last contacts, the more confusion concerning who
lived In a given housing unit on census day. We looked at this problem in terms of a comparison of the
duration of 1980 census and the 1990 census.
Partly related to the duration of the census is the reliance on second hand information in the
enumeration. After six attempts to contact household occupants have failed, census workers contact
neighbors or other local informants to obtain basic information concerning the household. This "last resort"
information is likely to be less accurate than information collected directly from a household member. We
therefore looked into the frequency that census workers used last resort procedures for enumeration.
The enumeration of people living In group quarters, on military bases, or in other special places
constitute a fourth category to consider in the assessment of a population undercount. Also relevant is the
degree of local opposition to the census, and the experience of localities in reviewing preliminary census
counts.
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Durationof the Census
The 1980 census, like the 1990 census, established two census days for Alaska. January 22, 1980
was census day in areas designated as a part of the remote census. April 1, the standard census day
nationwide, served as census day in regular census areas. Thus, even if all remote census households were
contacted on the same day and all regular census households were contacted on the same day there would
still have been a gap of nine weeks between the first and last contacts. In fact, however, the time span
between first and last contacts In 1980 was some eight months. Remote and regular census operations
largely overlapped with resulting confusion and mistakes.
The starting date for the remote census was moved up a month in 1990 to February 23. Thus the
minimum gap between first and last contacts was shortened to five weeks. The remote census enumeration
was completed May 12, 11 weeks after it began. The regular census enumeration, excluding field follow-up
operations, took seven weeks in most areas and about ten weeks in Fairbanks. The total duration from the
start of remote to the conclusion of the regular enumeration was fourteen weeks, about half the enumeration
period in 1980. (Yveshould note that post-enumeration activities overlapped with the enumeration in 1980.
Both the 1980 and 1990 census field offices closed at about the same time.)
While the 1990 census enumeration in Alaska came close to finishing on schedule, several factors
contributed to the workload experienced by census workers: (1) lower number of returned forms in mail out/
mail back areas; (2) large numbers of housing units in enumerator assignment areas near urban centers;
and, (3) extra time needed to decipher and correct maps.

Relianceon Last Resort Procedures
Alaska is more likely to require last resort procedures because its population is more mobile and
more active away from home. Both in- and out-migration flows in Anchorage annually equal about 10
percent of the total population.

Recent arrivals frequently rent and frequently move between rental units.
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Substantial numbers of rural Alaska residents leave their homes to commercial fish or to spend time in
another village or city. In urban Alaska, most couples both work outside the home.
The mobility of Alaska residents coupled with the gap in time between census day and the first
household contact probably require more last resort enumerations than most other locations. The reliability
of last resort information is obviously lower than direct responses of household members. Therefore, the
prevalence of last resort enumerations can be used as one relative index of the quality of the population
count. While last resort counts are not necessarily lower than direct counts, it seems reasonable to expect
that last resort informants are more likely to forget to include a household member than to erroneously
include a household member (exceptions are college students).
We asked census workers,

Sometimes it is hard to find people at home. Did you have to resort to
getting information about one household from someone else more than
one-fifth of the time?
Not unexpectedly, higher percentages of enumerators working in areas with the most mobile populations
reported using last resort procedures more than 20 percent of the time (see Figure 13). One-quarter of those
working in Anchorage or the Mat-Su borough and one-fifth of those working in Juneau (probably less in
Ketchikan and Sitka) resorted to second hand information more frequently than one out of every five housing
units.
Census Bureau staff reported that the measured rate of last resort information in Alaska of 3.3
percent of all housing units was virtually identical to the national rate of 3.2 percent.

They further

commented that in urban areas the rate that last resort procedures were used was probably between 4 and
5 percent for occupied housing units and between 20 and 25 percent for vacant units. They surmised that
our question on the frequency with which enumerators used last resort procedures was taken to refer to
both occupied and vacant housing units. If true, then the much of the last resort data pertains to housing
units which were vacant at the time of the census as well as at the time the enumerator first attempted to
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Figure 13: Did You Get Information
More than 20 % of the Time
from a Non-Household Member?
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contact a household member. Errors associated with last resort information were most likely in Anchorage,
the Mat-Su borough, and Juneau.

Effectiveness of Mail OutjMail Back Procedures
Throughout much of the nation, the Census Bureau experienced lower than expected return rates
on mailed questionnaires. Mailing is highly desirable from both a cost and population count perspective if
high percentages of the forms are returned. Mailing is obviously less expensive than sending an enumerator
to every address, and the data accuracy problems associated with self-enumeration are likely to be less than
those which result from the last resort procedures discussed above. If low percentages of the forms are
returned, however, the procedure Is probably less desirable than a purely field-based method of enumeration
since there is a delay between the mail phase and the field phase and considerable processing required to
identify forms that are not returned.
Only 52 percent of the forms mailed to Anchorage and Fairbanks addresses were returned.
Anchorage and Fairbanks had the lowest return rates in the country. Reasons for the low return rate on
mailed census forms are only partly clear. Housing markets in both Fairbanks and Anchorage were still
depressed in 1990 with the result that vacancies were higher. All vacancies required a field check. It also
turned out that many households in Eagle River, Chugiak, Girdwood, Fairbanks use post boxes to receive
their mail. Since the post office did not deliver census forms to post office boxes, these households also
required a field visit. The extent to which refusals to complete and mail back a census form contributed to
the low return rate is unknown. It does raise the possibility, however, that the anti-government sentiment
shared by many Alaska residents may have extended to the census.
The problems encountered with the mail out/mail back method of enumeration lengthened the
enumeration phase somewhat and in that way may have contributed to the frequency with which last resort
procedures were applied. This, as we have stated, may have contributed to a population undercount. Given
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the non-response follow-up efforts and housing checks that were added, however, the ultimate effect on the
accuracy of the population count was probably minor.

Special Place Enumeration
When we visited the 1980 census Anchorage district office just before enumeration activities began
we were surprised to discover that there were no specific plans on how the enumeration of the fish
processing facilities, lumber camps, and oil field camps would be handled. These "special places" turned
out to require special procedures, including contacts with facility managers to figure out how enumeration
activities could be accommodated in work environments characterized by round the clock shifts and rotating
work forces. One 1980 census worker reported:

Cannery operators didn't want you in there; their insurance didn't allow
you in there; OSHA didn't want you in there. We had no way of knowing
who was there. We'd leave forms, and It would be up to the people
working there to fill them out, but I think many of them didn't want to. The
operators would tell you it was confidential information when we'd ask for
their names. I think that's what the company policy was: "the records
were private.• There was no way we could evaluate it to make sure it was
accurate.
A regular census crew leader in Anchorage commented:

My husband works on the Slope, and he said some men up there would
say, "Oh, we don't have to answer this,• and they'd just throw them
[census forms] away. And then down here, we were told they were being
counted up there.

As it turned out, virtually all Anchorage families listed their absent remote site workers and many of the fish
processing facilities were not yet open. These fortunate circumstances prevented what could have been
a significant undercount in 1980.
As we described in chapter two, census planning for special places in Alaska started some seven
months before the 1990 enumeration began. The search to identify special places may have been too good.
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District office staff noted that many of the 1,200 listed special places In fact did not contain the group
quarters requiring the individual census report (ICR) forms used in special place procedures. This created
extra paperwork and some confusion among census workers.
Special place enumerators handled special places in the regular census. The procedure for handling
special places varied in remote census areas. Team leaders with assignments on the Aleutians and in
Southeast Alaska were trained to enumerate special places themselves, but special place team leaders
assisted them at some locations.

We were particularly interested in the enumeration of the major fish

processing facilities on the Aleutians. We called the plant managers and most of them told us that they were
operating at the time of the census. All operating facilities were visited by census workers. Team leaders
enumerating the fish processing workers used the standard Individual Census Reporting (ICR) form without
additional Instructions. The ICR form is self-administered and asks the person to check one of three boxes:

()

Are you a person WHO USUALLYLIVES HERE or who
stays here most of the week while working?

()

Are you a person with NO USUALPLACEOF RESIDENCE?

()

Are you a person AWAYFROM YOURUSUALHOME FOR
A SHORT TIME,such as on a vacation or business trip?

Fish processing plant workers receiving this form might answer it in two ways if they maintain a residence
elsewhere. Since they stay at the facility most of the week while they work there they might check the first
box. If so, they would be enumerated as residing at the facility. They might also check the third box, in
which case they would be enumerated at the residence address they are asked to provide. The exact
wording of the first question more closely fits their situation, but we believe that most workers who maintain
another residence and choose to fill out the ICR provide an address and Indicate that they are away from
home.
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When workers refuse to complete the form, however, census workers have to resort to administrative
records or anecdotal information that may or may not be provided by the plant manager or simply assume
that the worker should be enumerated at the plant itself. According to census workers, the most common
result was that workers were enumerated at the plants. Final census results show the following counts of
persons in non-institutional group quarters excluding college dormitories, military quarters, emergency
shelters for the homeless, and people "visible In street locations": Kodiak city (336), remainder of Kodiak
Island census subarea (117), Akutan (501), King Cove (189), St. Paul (179), Sand Point (189), and Unalaska
(1,614).

The special place enumeration differed somewhat at Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk. Census workers
attached a flier to the ICR which highlighted the need for a residence address.

This approach largely

eliminated the confusion that might be caused by the ICR questions and assumed that any oil field workers
who could provide a residence address should properly be enumerated at that address. As a result, only
135 of the some 5,000 oil field workers physically present were enumerated at their place of work.
We asked team leaders and remote enumerators if they thought "just about everyone who lived in
[the special places they enumerated] at the time of the census was taken was enumerated?" Most thought
so (see Figure 14).

Military
Special place staff oversaw the enumeration of the military. Although the enumeration went more
smoothly on some bases than on others, we found no indication that service members were missed. The
major problem encountered was that service members living off base or in on-base family housing were
often unaware that they would be asked to complete a regular census form even though they had previously
returned a military census report.
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Figure 14: Was Everyone Living in
Special Places at the Time
of the Census Enumerated?
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Local Oppositionto the Census
The accuracy of population counts are directly related to the level of cooperation of those being
counted. Refusal to cooperate in practice means that the enumerator uses last resort procedures. Alaskans
are perhaps more sensitive than the average American to the presence of government in their lives. For
some, this sensitivity extends to the census.
Local opposition to 1980 census activities posed significant problems, particularly in Fairbanks. In
1990, local opposition was again stiffest in Fairbanks, but generally higher in all urban areas than in rural
locations (see Figure 15). Census workers in Fairbanks were most likely to think that local opposition made
their job more difficult (see Figure 16).

Local Review
The local review process, while politically volatile, can be a useful gauge of how well census counts
agree with local expectations. Population-based revenue sharing presents a strong incentive for localities
to keep their July 1 populations as high as possible. It also means that they perceive a direct stake in the
census count for their community.
Preliminary census counts released for local review in 1980 were in fact less than preliminary. They
more accurately could be termed interim counts since the enumeration was still underway. The counts
released for local review were lower than the final counts by 12,000 in Anchorage and 10,000 in Fairbanks.
All the local review phase of the census did In 1980 was the further excite already nervous local officials.
In 1990, the difference between preliminary and final counts was under 2,000 in Anchorage and only 688
in Fairbanks. Factors which contributed to the increased between preliminary and final counts included the
allocation of persons temporarily away from their Alaska home back to their usual residence, the allocation
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Figure 15: Did Some People in
Communities Where You Worked
Oppose the Census?
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Figure 16: Did this Opposition
to the Census Make Your Job
More Difficult?
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of shipboard personnel back to their home port, the allocation of remote site workers not already listed by
other family members to their home address, and the addition of population resulting from the housing
coverage check conducted in August.

ConclusionsRegardingthe PopulationCount
The 1990 census enumeration phase was completed in about half the time it took in the 1980
census. The enumeration phase still took fourteen weeks, however. This, together with a relatively high
vacancy rate, mobility and high percentage of households in which both couples work, resulted in the use
of last resort procedures to complete the enumeration of some 4 percent of occupied housing units and 20
percent of housing that was vacant when contacted by the enumerator.
The special place enumeration appeared to capture the major sites, although differences in
enumeration procedures may have resulted in most fish processing workers being enumerated at their place
of work and most oil field workers being enumerated at their personal residence (we should note, however,
that it is likely that a substantially higher proportion of fish processing workers have no other residence).
Local opposition posed a problem for about half the enumerators and team leaders we interviewed
throughout the state. The few questions which arose during local review primarily involved high vacancy
rates and the miscoding of housing unit locations.
No single factor reviewed was responsible for a substantial undercount of population. Cumulatively,
the factors Which probably contributed to a minor undercount of population were: missed housing units and
reliance on second hand information. Regionally, population undercounts were likely higher in sparsely
settled areas along the road network and in urban areas. Based on post-enumeration surveys in mail
outjmail back and list/enumerate areas, the Census Bureau estimated a 2 percent population undercount
in Alaska. Since the population undercount was probably higher in these urban areas than in remote areas,
the undercount of population in the entire state is unlikely to be higher than about 2 percent, or 11,000 people.
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5. Meaning of Sample Data
Implicationsof Last ResortEnumerations
The use of last resort procedures is probably more of a concern in the use of income, employment,
education, and other sample data than it is in the application of population counts. Last resort procedures
call for enumerators to obtain information on name, relationship, sex, race, and marital status. Under last
resort procedures long form Information including Income and employment data is not collected, lowering
the response rate for the sample data collected in the census. A high response rate Is necessary to
conclude that the sample data Is representative of the entire population.
Census workers knew that one measure of their success was a low number of last resort
enumerations. Apparently an enumeration was not counted as "last resort" unless the required last resort
information was the only data obtained. In an effort to lower the number of last resort enumerations some
supervisors directed their enumerators to ask "a few more questions", thereby escaping the last resort
classification. This technique only meant that enumerators obtained more second hand information.
While the effect of last resort enumerations was to reduce the response rate for at least some
questions, the appropriate standard to use is not 100 percent of sampled households. All sample surveys
fail to reach their entire sample. Response rates of 75 percent or more are considered good in most cases.
As mentioned earlier, Census Bureau staff estimated that on the order of 4 to 5 percent of occupied housing
units were enumerated with last resort procedures. The Bureau estimate may be low due to the efforts of
fieldworkers to avoid the last resort designation by obtaining answers to a few additional questions. Our
best information, however, is that instructions to avoid the last resort designation reached a subset of
enumerators working in urban areas. We doubt that the actual reliance on second hand information for
housing units occupied on census day (including those later found to be vacant) exceeded 1O percent. It
is therefore quite probable that the net response rate for sample interviews was well within the range of most
sample surveys.
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Adherenceto SamplingInstructions
It is possible to use sample data to estimate population characteristics within statistically calculated
bounds only when the chances that any household is selected is precisely known. The simplest way to
th
draw such a sample is to select every "n " household from a systematically constructed listing of all

households.

This was the procedure used In the 1990 census. In larger places in Alaska every sixth

household was selected while in smaller places every second household was selected. The selection interval
appeared on the address registers used by enumerators and team leaders. If they systematically listed all
households, then the households to be sampled were clearly evident on the register.
Although the task of sampling sounds straightforward, it didn't work out that way in all areas of
Alaska in 1980. It is not easy for enumerators to stick to the rules when they try to ask all the questions on
the long form for a household of 10 people or when no one in the household speaks a language also
spoken by the enumerator. One census supervisor in 1980 put it this way:

We tried things their [the Census Bureau's] way, and when they didn't
work, we had to change. So I told people that they could do it their own
way, but if they did, they had to stick to one way and not stop using one
method to take up another. In [one village], one enumerator thought it
would go better if the small families got the long form and all the large
families got the short, so that's what he did to avoid trouble. The long
form was too long
We wanted to see if sampling procedures suffered the same fate in 1990. We asked census workers, "Do
you remember how you chose the households that got the long form?" We then prompted them to describe
the method they used. With few exceptions, enumerators and team leaders correctly identified the initial
th
sampling procedure of taking every "n " housing unit as identified on the address register.

We then asked how they each handled the common situations of encountering people who did not
speak english, who were not at home, or who refused to complete the form. We found that virtually all
census workers understood that substitution of housing units was not an appropriate way to handle these
situations.
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Next we asked, "Did you sometimes have a household complete a long form to make up for a
household which did not complete a long form?" This question goes beyond a general report of field activity
to the exception. Here there was less consistency in the response (see Figure 17). Whereas only 3 percent
of the team leaders we interviewed said they sometimes substituted households, 9 percent of remote
enumerators reported that they did so. Since team leaders accounted for most of the remote enumeration,
however, the one in ten case of a remote enumerator substituting one sample household for another does
not significantly undermine the integrity of the sample.
Our final question stemmed from reports that schedule pressures led some census supervisors to
tell enumerators to substitute short forms for long forms.

Few regular enumerators reported such

instructions (see Figure 18). About one in ten enumerators and team leaders were more likely to report the
practice in the remote enumeration, and that may have reflected confusion over the question more than an
actual directed substitution of forms.

SamplingIntensity
The reliability of sample data is principally a function of sample size for the reporting unit. Much of
the interest in sample data for Alaska is at the community level. The sample designs for both the 1990 and
1980 census in Alaska provided for one half of the households in places of under 2,500 to complete a long
form. Larger communities were sampled at a rate of one in six households. The higher sampling rate in
Alaska's small communities is the only reason why community-specific reports of income, educational
attainment, and employment are sufficiently reliable to use for program evaluation and development.

Income
Income data for individual communities and smaller areas within cities is required when applying
for many federal grants and programs. Inaccurate Income data can be as damaging as no income data,
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for it may make a community ineligible to receive help that it in fact needs.
The census long form includes a series of questions that are intended to document household
income derived from a variety of sources. One of these sources is income derived from self-employment
activities. Commercial fishermen constitute an important class of self-employed people in Alaska. The
census question read,

Did [this person] earn any income from (his/her) own nonfarm business,
proprietorship, or partnership? Report net income after expenses.

We wondered if respondents would actually deduct the business expenses of commercial fishermen in their
household. While it might have been difficult for enumerators and team leaders to tell what respondents
thought they were reporting, we reasoned that the census workers would accumulate enough experience
to make an informed guess as to the meaning of responses they received. We asked those who said they
interviewed people who fished commercially:

When commercial fishermen reported their income, did they generally
report their income before or after deducting crew shares and boat
expenses?

Based on their responses, many commercial fishermen reported gross business income rather than net
business income. Both income averages and income distributions for commercial fishing areas are therefore
likely to be overestimates and should be used with caution.

Work Week
Employment data are also critical to the development and application of state and federal policies.
Employment data pertaining to regions and the largest individual communities in Alaska that is collected
between decennial censuses is collected from employers and does not reflect the employment conditions
of those who are self-employed or those who are not eligible to collect unemployment compensation
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Figure 17: Did You Sometimes Substitute
Households to Complete a Long Form?
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Figure 18: Were You Ever Told to
Substitute a Short Form for a
Long Form?
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(Current Population Survey results are only generalizable to the state as a whole). The decennial census
is the only source of employment data which is based on individual reports rather than employer
reports and which is generalizable to individual communities and tracts or neighborhoods in the larger cities.
The meaning of employment data collected in the decennial census is therefore of great interest.
The employment information collected in the census pertains to a particular time period referred to
as "last week". Both the 1980 and 1990 census reference manuals define "last week" to mean:

The time period covered is the full calendar week, Sunday through
Saturday, preceding the date the census questionnaire is completed.
If applied according to the above definition, census questions concerning employment would refer to
different weeks depending on the date the census form was completed.

Since employment conditions

change markedly in Alaska over the course of a year, the value of employment data Is diminished to the
extent that the enumeration of any particular geographic area is spread over time.
In 1980 there was confusion in the Census Bureau over the meaning of the phrase "last week".
Despite the above quoted definition, a Seattle-based director of Alaska census activities interpreted the
phrase to refer to the week prior to census day, or January 22, 1980 in remote areas and April 1, 1980 in
regular census areas. In interviews following the 1980 census, however, two-thirds of the census workers
in Alaska we interviewed reported that residents thought the phrase "last week" referred to the week prior
to the interview.
We asked census workers in 1990,

Some questions in the census asked about whether the person worked
last week. What time period did most people think the phrase "last week"
referred to?

Ninety-six percent of interviewed team leaders and 75 percent of interviewed enumerators said that
respondents interpreted "last week" to mean the week prior to the interview. The difference probably reflects
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the variation in understanding of the census workers themselves rather than a variation in the interpretation
of the people they interviewed. While there evidently was still some confusion among enumerators on the
meaning of the question, It seems clear that most people think about the week preceding the interview when
they answer the employment questions.
The problem, then, is not how the Census Bureau thinks question should be interpreted but in what
the data means If employment conditions change over the course of the enumeration. Since we know
employment conditions do change, the question again becomes one of how long did it take to complete
the enumeration of most places and regions? As we have seen, the total duration of the enumeration phase
was greatly shortened in the 1990 census from that of the 1980 census. More importantly, however, the
enumeration of particular places in 1990 was shortened from months in some cases to a matter of several
weeks. Thus, while the employment data for one place or region may not be directly comparable to another
region, we at least have a much better idea of what time period the data for a given place does pertain to.
Probably future improvements will require a re-definition of the question to refer to one or more base
employment weeks.

Refusalsto SpecificQuestions
The census is advertised to the general public as an opportunity to be counted. While a population
count is the constitutionally mandated purpose of the census, it has assumed another purpose as well. The
decennial census offers a unique opportunity to describe the characteristics of American households on a
small area basis.

Sample surveys form the backbone of research on changing economic and social

conditions among American households.

But these sample surveys seldom are designed to produce

separate estimates beyond those for broad regions, states, and major metropolitan areas. To go further
requires sample sizes which are too large and too expensive to fund on a frequency any more frequent than
once every ten years.
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Small area economic and social data (I.e. individual small communities, neighborhoods, tracts,
blocks) is useful to both business and government. It allows business marketing plans and government
program plans to be refined to reflect local conditions, presumably increasing the efficiency with which
goods, services, and programs are delivered.
The large samples generated every ten years also offer a unique opportunity to probe beneath
superficial population differences to understand more about why economic and social conditions among
American households are changing.

The opportunity is unique because nation wide samples can be

combined with the result that large subsamples of people sharing the same characteristics can be created
and compared against other large subsamples. In this way researchers can test the degree to which key
individual and household characteristics appear to account for differences in income, migration, household
size, and other key variables which have implications for the success or failure of public policies.
We have already discussed several factors which can undermine the value of sample data: reliance
on second hand information which is less reliable, deviation from statistically sound sampling procedures,
unanticipated interpretations of certain questions (e.g. business income), and influence of the duration of
the census on the meaning of employment questions. A final factor important to the ultimate value of the
sample data collected in the decennial census is the refusal by some respondents to answer specific
questions. Kenai Peninsula and Fairbanks residents were disproportionately likely to refuse to answer
questions on income and child bearing history in the 1980 census. In 1990, the pattern of refusals appeared
to be more evenly distributed across the state (see Figure 19).

Conclusionson Meaning of Sample Data
The reliance on last resort information probably did not reduce the effective response rate to long
form questions below the response rate achieved by most sample surveys. Census workers were more likely
in 1990 than they were in 1980 to understand and apply the sample selection procedures required to
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generalize sample results to the population as a whole. Retention of the one-in-two sampling rate for small
places in Alaska makes it possible to report critically needed income, education, and employment data by
place. The major threat to the integrity of the sample appeared to stem from unrealistic completion dates
and the response of supervisors of relaxing sampling rules to meet these targets. Income data pertaining
to fishing communities is likely to be inflated by the fishermen who reported gross rather than net business
income. Employment data Is more meaningful than It was in the 1980 census because individual localities
were generally enumerated within a few weeks. Refusals to individual census questions continued to be a
problem in the 1990 census.
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Figure 19: Did Many People Refuse
to Answer Census Questions?
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6. Recommendations for the Vear 2000 Census
The Reapportionment Board commissioned this study to be sure that it could defend the use of the
1990 census as a basis for redistricting. As it turns out, no rival basis exists and we found no evidence of
a substantial undercount. But what if our study results suggested that 1990 census results were seriously
deficient?

The Board would have been placed in the vulnerable position of defending a flawed but

completed redistricting plan with no backup alternative.
We think the primary value of this study with regard to the task of redistricting is to the Year 2000
Reapportionment Board. To t~e extent that the results of this study improve the basis for redistricting ten
years from now the work of the next Reapportionment Board will be less subject to challenge, at least on
the grounds of the count itself.

1. Retainthe use of team leadersand local enumeratorsin the remote census.
The decision to establish the team leader position in the remote census was the single most
important factor in the remarkable improvement in the 1990 census in Alaska over the 1980 census. The
combination of team leaders and remote enumerators completed the remote enumeration virtually on
schedule and with no evidence of a systematic undercount.

2. Scrap the existingTiger Line Files for Alaska, produceand maintainan accurate base map series.
The Census Bureau now faces the decision of whether to fix the inaccuracies in its computerized
map database or to start over. In an effort in the former direction the Bureau has digitized the hand drawn
enumerator maps and added them to the map database. The database thus consists of small scale
(1:250,000 and 1:63,000) baseline geography that is already 5 to 20 years out of date, more current data
for some urbanized areas and a few remote villages, and hand drawn field maps. The Bureau is considering
the substitution of USGS Digital Line Graphs (another series of automated maps). These maps are being
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constructed in a joint project by the USGS and the Defense Mapping Agency from the same 1:250,000 maps
digitized for the 1990 census. Given existing budgets and other demands, this project is unlikely to yield
a complete series for the state by the Year 2000.
The depiction of physical features would be vastly more accurate in the Digital Line Graphs than the
roughly digitized maps prepared for the 1990 census in Alaska and for this reason alone is worth the
transition.

Unfortunately, however, both series would contain the same outdated road network.

The

substitution will therefore will not address the most serious problem encountered by enumerators, inaccurate
or missing roads.
The most likely scenario is for the existing map database to lie dormant until 1995 when state and
local governments will again be asked to provide updated maps. This approach could yield better results
for the Kenai Peninsula, Mat-Su borough, Fairbanks North Star borough, North Slope borough and other
areas served by local governments which themselves develop geographic information systems with road
layers. In addition, the Alaska Department of Transportation (DOT) is developing a computer map base of
the state highway system, and the Department of Community and Regional Affairs may update its village
profile series to include automated maps. Even in these cases, however, the Census Bureau may not have
the funding necessary to integrate these databases with their own map database.
Less likely to show any improvement without a new initiative are those areas outside the organized
boroughs. First class cities in Alaska and Native villages have plat maps which accurately show roads.
Unfortunately, these maps are not easily joined in a computer database because they are drawn with varying
orientations (requiring massive "rubber sheeting", or bending geographic features to match at map
boundaries).
More promising is the use of hand-held Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to locate road systems.
GPS receivers presently cost about $5,000 and can quickly locate a point on the earth to within 50 meters
(GPS can be used to locate points with considerably more accuracy, but this would require complex
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calculations which would not be feasible on a scale envisioned here). Point positions are considerably more
accurate relative to each other. It would be possible to locate all the roads in a small bush village within
a couple of hours. These data could be readily incorporated into an existing map database.

Our detailed recommendations regarding the map database, then, are as follows:

(1).

The Bureauof the Censusshouldsubstitutethe USGSDigitalLine File
depiction of physicalfeatureswheneverpossible.

(2).

Legislativelyauthorize state personnelat DOL with assistancefrom
staff at DCRA and DNR to:
(a). build a statewide road layer using a combination
of DOT highwayGIS coverages,city and boroughGIS
coverages, DCRA village profile maps, existing DNR
road coverages, and GPS village data collected by
program staff.

(b). incorporatethe state road layer into the Census
map database.

Much of the real cost of creating a statewide road map database will be borne by borough governments.
We estimate that the additional costs of integrating these databases into a statewide database and mapping
local road systems throughout the rest of the state a single time to be roughly $500,000 including salaries,
travel, per diem, and equipment over a two year period. This is equal to about ten percent of the cost of
the 1990 census in Alaska. To meet Census Bureau time lines for map updates, this effort would probably
have to start in FY1996.

3. Recruittop census personnelfrom Census Bureau professionalstaff
Based on our review of the 1980 census in Alaska, our first recommendation was to scrap the use
of political referrals to fill census positions. Many other states and the Census Bureau itself recommended
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the same action. The political referral system was again used in the 1990 census but not before top census
personnel in Alaska were already assigned.

The wisdom of using experienced professional in these

positions is evident from a comparison of the 1980 and 1990 census efforts. We believe the dramatic decline
in turnover of district office staff and field operations supervisors is primarily attributable to the fact that these
positions were filled by people who knew how to approach and execute the complex task of enumerating
half a million people in as many square miles of territory.

4. Retain the One-in-Two Sampling Fraction for All Native Villages and All Communities under 2,500
Population.

One of the principal values of the decennial census in Alaska is the small area data that it produces.
Data on Income, employment, and education critically needed for local, state, and federal planning come
from samples of households. Reliable data are only available by community because every other household
In Alaska's villages are asked to complete a long form census questionnaire. Tracking the well-being of
Alaska Natives is special importance to the federal government.

Since many Natives live in the larger

regional centers in the state, it is also important to generate Native samples of sufficient size to separately
report census data for Native residents.
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APPENDIX:

INTERVIEW SCHEDULES USED IN

SURVEY OF 1990 ALASKA CENSUS WORKERS
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QUFSTIONNAIRE
1990 CENSUSEVAIIJATION
lliS'ITIUI'E

OF SOCIAL AND ECONa.rrC RF.SEARCli

SPRING 1991

1. INTERVIEWER ID

2.

INTERVIEWERI S IN'IV.

3. PHONE NO.

4.

SIUDY NO.

NO. ---

_

5. RF.SFONDENT'S NAME___________

INTROil.JcrION

I am a
calling for the University of Alaska.
(name)
I'm
for
census
1990
the
of
review
a
conducting
team
research
a
of
member
May I speak with (NAME OF RF.SFONDENT)?
the State of Alaska.

Hello,

I

YES

I

NO

I

1. RESFONDENTNor AVAIIABIE:
TIME 'IO CALL BACK:

2. RF.SFONDENTNO IDNGER LIVES

Kr THIS ADDRESS:
NEW PHONE NO. :
NEWADDRESS:

(IF STARI'ING

OVER WITH R)

Hello, I'm (name) calling for
the University of Alaska. I am
a member of a special research
team conducting a review of
the 1990 census for the state
of Alaska.
CONI'INUE NIDcr' PAGE

1

Al.

I

work for the University of Alaska as a member of a special
team.
The university
is corrlucting a survey of census
workers as a part of its review of the 1990 census.
Did you work
on the 1990 census?
research

2. NO

1. YES

I

CDNFIRM R DID NOl' l'K>RK
FOR
'!HE CENSUS AND TERMINATE CALL

This survey is being conducted for the state of Alaska. It is
not being sponsored by the Census Bureau although we have been in
plans.
'lb.e
touch with them to let them kncM our research
university
conducted a similar study after the 1980 census.
Both
the state
and the Bureau of the Census used the study results
to
plan for the 1990 census.

'A2..

The university
will
prepare
a report based on the survey.
'lb.e
report
will
contain
two kin:ls of summaries of the answers of
census workers.
The first kin:l of sununary will be a count of the
The secon:l
m.nnber of census workers giving each type of answer.
kin:l of sununary will be selected quotes that capture the sense of
what many census workers said in response to the same question.
what your
We will make sure that no one will know specifically
answers are in the report we prepare.
Of course, you can choose
not to take part in the survey or not to answer any questions you
don't
wish to.
Your answers are i.nq;x:,rtant to the success of the
and we hope you will
help.
Co you have any
study,
though,
questions before I begin?
2. NO

1. YES

I

QUESTIONS ASKED AND ANSWERSGIVEN:

2

SECI'ION A
SCREENING PAGE

INTERVIEWER'S IN.IV. NO. ---

1. INTERVIEWER ID

2.

3. PREFIX

4. SIUDY NO. ____

Al.

of housing units
Were you employed to do advanced listing
FILLING our
wrrnour
(I.E. LISTING
the 1990 census?
before
INCIDDED

AREAS
HOUSEIHOID CENSUS FORMS.
OUI'LYING AREAS OF ANCHORAGE)

CXlMPIEI'E SECI'ION C

CXlMPIEI'E SECI'ION D

CXlMPIEI'E SECI'ION E

Were you employed
1990 census?
1. YES --2. NO

A6.

operations

a field

as

supervisor

in the

CDMPI.EI'E SECI'ION F

far as you know, did your home community specifically
recammend you to the Census Bureau to work on the census?

As

1. YES

A7.

in the 1990 census?

Were you employed as a crew leader
1. YES --2. NO

A5.

in the 1990 census?

Were you employed as a team leader
1. YES --2. NO

A4.

KENAI,

in the 1990 census?

Were you employed as an enumerator
1. YES --2. NO

A3.

MAT-SU,

CXlMPIEI'E SECI'ION B

1. YES --2. NO

A2.

_

Are

you white,

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

Alaska Native,

black,

or of some other

background?
1. WHITE

2. ALASKA

3. BIACK

NATIVE

7. OI'HER

8. DK

ON CDMPI.ErION OF ALL SECI'IONS,

9. NA

'!HANK R FOR INTERVIEW!
3

ethnic

_

S'IUDY NO. ___

INTVWRIs IN'IW NO. __

INTERVIEWER ID.

SECI'ION B
ADVANCED LIST

Bl.

Did

you

prepare

in one or
participate
you for advanced listin:"J?
SKIP

T REMEMBER }

~:

~'

9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

more training

sessions

to

'ID Q B2

2. NO

Did you work on

Bla.

I

B2.

anyway?

listing

2. NO ------,
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor AS<~~[NEI)-J

1. YFS
SKIP

advanced

'l'O Q B3

Did you complete the training?
SKIP

T REMEMBER }

~:

~'

9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

'l'O Q B3

2. NO

B2a.

Did you work on

advanced

anyway?

listing

2. NO--------.

1. YFS

,:_="-'~L~J
...-,_,1_,_u,
8 • CAN I T REMEMBER-n...-:,,..,._,L...n,.

9. Nor AS·........:...<~.u.,,c.u

B3.

In which communities
B3a.

or areas did you do advanced listing?
_

__________

B3b. ----------B3c. __________
B4.

Were the
started?

training

1. YFS

_
materials
2. NO

ready

to use when the training
8.

CAN I T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

4

B5.

Did

provide

the training

you with the infonnation

you needed

to do your job correctly?

~: ~'
9.

SKIP 'IO

}
T REMEMBER

Q

B6.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

I

you needed in
B5a. Were you able to get the infonnation
same other way? (Probe: How was that?)
l.

B6.

Was your original assigrnnent
in the ti.me you were given?
l.

8. DK 9. NA

2. NO

YES

bigger

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERTAINED

2. NO

YES

than you could complete

B6a. Did someone else complete part of your original
assigrnnent or did you complete it yourself?
1. S<»IBONEEI.SE <XMPI.ErED PARI'
2. <XMPI.ErEDASSIGNEMENI' ON OWN

9. NOi' ASCERTAINED

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
B7.

Did the census Bureau maps for these
most of the existing roads?
l.

Were the block
without guessing?
l.

boundaries

generally

show

possible

to

locate

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

YES

2. NO

B9.

accurately

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

YES

2. NO
BB.

areas

by the census
Did you general! y use the maps provided
you generally
did
or
else,
someone
by
provided
maps
bureau,
use most of
you
did
maps
What
(PROBE:
maps?
draw your own
the ti.me?)
CENSUS BUREAU MAPS
EI.SE
PROVIDEDBY SCMEX)NE
MAPS
2.
MAPS
OWN
3. DREW
1.

4. a:>MBINATION

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

5

REMEl-1BER}
AINED
ASCERI'
Nor
9.

~: ~'T
2.

to be sure you foun::l

enough in area

small
BlO. Were the blocks
units?
all the housing

SKIP 'ID Q Bll

NO

I
foun::l all the housing
BlOa. Do you think you eventually
units in the blocks that were too big?
1. YES

Bll.

2. NO

8. DK

How were you supposed to decide if a structure
housing unit or just an empty shed or building?

9. NA

was a vacant

1.

ANY STRUCIURE WI'IH FOJR WALLS, RCX)F, WINCOW, AND I:XJOR
OONFIRMEDAS UNOCClJPIED

2.

KNEWWHEilIER IT WAS VACANr OR NOI'

3.

OIHER ANSWER:

8. CANI T REMEl-1BER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

do you think that
B12. Although they might not be comfortable,
you listed as
s
structure
the
of
in most
:i;,eople could live
vacant housing units?
1. YES

B13. Did you
condition

2. NO

8. CANI T REMEl-1BER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

units
housing
find occupied
housing?
vacant
as the worst

1. YES

2. NO

6

that

were in as poor

8 • CAN'T REMa1BER
9 • Nor ASCERI'AINED

do you th.ink some housing
B14. As far as you can tell,
missed during advance listing?
2.

1. YES

8.

NO

units

were

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'ADIBD

Bl4a. How do you think

housing

units

were missed?

B15. How many wee.ks did you work on advance listing?

D

98.

CAN'T REMEMBER

99.

NOi' ASCERI'AINED

WEEKS

cn-1PI.EI'E NIDcr' APPLICABI.E SECTION

II

(SEE SCREENING PAGE}

7

II

INTERVIEWERID. __

_

S'IUDY NO. ___

_

' mIW NO. __
INTVWRS

SECI'ION C
ENUMERA'roRS

Cl.

in one or rrore training sessions or
Did you participate
you to work as an enumerator?
prepare
to
training
b
on-the-jo
rn1EMBER }
Nor ASCERI'AINED

~: ~'T
9.

SKIP TO Q C2

2. NO

Cla. Did you work as an enumerator anyway?
2. NO -------.
..__Ju
'---R'E'.U,.n
8. CAN'T REMEMBER-.-..no,n

1. YES

I

SKIP TO Q C3

C2.

9.

Nor AS~~..1...1.,.L>.LJ

Did you complete the training?
SKIP 'ID Q C3

R™EMBER }
Nor ASCERI'AINED

~: ~'T
9.

2. NO

C2a. Did you work as an enumerator anyway?
2. NO -------.
8.
9.

1. YES

C3.

Were the
started?

training

materials

ready

to use when the training
8. CAN'T RENEMBER

1. YES
2. NO

9.

8

Nor ASCERI'AINED

you with the

provide
the training
correctly?
to do your job
Did

C4.

T REMEMBER }
~: ~'
9. Nor ASCERI.'AINED

you needed

infonnation

SKIP 'ID Q C5

2. NO

I
C4a. Were you able to get the
sane other way?

In which conununities
C5a.

you needed in
9. NA

8. DK

2. NO

1. YES

cs.

infonnation

did you work as an enumerator?

-----------

C5b. ----------C5c.

-----------

_

C5d. __________
C5e.

-----------

OFFICEUSE ONLY

II

ENUMERA'IORTYPE:

C6.

2. Rm.JI.AR

1. REMJI'E

3.

ro:m:

listin:J of housin:J units
Did you do any original
their location on maps (not field follav-up)?

am markin:J

I
JNCI.DDJNG ADDITIONS 'ID WORKAI.RF.ADYSTARI'ED. IF R S
(NOrE:
WORK AS ENUMERA'IOR WAS LIMITED 'IO LANGUAGEINI'ERPREI'ING OR
GUIDJNG, SKIP 'IO P 18, C4l.

1. YES

~ SKIP 'IO
2.NO
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
P 13 , Q Cl8.
9. Nor AS

9

Cl.

Did
had

you work in one or nore areas
in advance?
been listed

in which the housing units
(E.G. OOI'LYING ARFAS OF

ANClIORAGE,MAT-SU OORCOGH,KENAI :ooro.JGH, KEI'CHIKAN)
1. YES

2. NO~

SKIP 'IO

8. CAN'~
9. NOI'

Cla.

Q

C8

generally include almost all
Did the advance listings
the housing units in the area, or did you generally
fin:i many nore housing units?
1. lliCIDDED MOST HOUSlliG UNITS
2. FCXJNDMANY IDRE HOUSlliG UNlTS
8.

C8.

9. NA

DK

the enumeration

Did someone else start
the areas you worked?

you in any of

8. DON'T KNOW

2. NO

1. YES

before

9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

caa. Were you generally able to use the work already
done or did you generally have to start over?
1. GENERALLYUSED WORKAI.READYDONE
2. GENERALLYHAD 'IO STARI' OVER
8.

C9.

DK

9. NA

Was your original assigrnnent
in the time you were given?
1. YES

bigger

2. NO

than you could complete

8.

DON'T KNOW

9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

C9a.Did someone else complete part of your original
assigrnnent or did you complete it yourself?
1.

SOMEONEEISE O)MJ?IEI'EDPARI'

ASSIGNEMENTON 00N
2. O)MJ?I.El'ED
9. NOI' ASCERI'AINED

8. CANI T REMEMBER

10

ClO. Did the
accurately

Bureau maps for the areas
roads?
show most of the existirg

Census

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

1. YES
2. NO

Cll.

Were the block
without guessirg?

where you worked

possible

generally

bourrlaries

8.
9.

1. YES
2. NO

to

locate

CAN'T REMEMBER
Nor ASCERI'AINED

by the census
use the maps provided
c12. Did you generally
maps provided by sc:maone else, or did you generally
bureau,
draw your own maps? (PROBE: What maps did you use IrDSt of
the time?)

1. CENSUS BUREAUMAPS
2. MAPS PROVIDED BY SCMOONEEI.SE
3. DREWOWNMAPS
4 • a»IBINATION
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

small enough in area to be sure
generally
Cl3. Were the blocks
units?
housirg
you found all the
SKIP 'ID Q

REMEMBER }
~: ~'T
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C14

2. NO

I
found all the housirg
C13a. Do you think you eventually
too big?
were
that
blocks
the
in
units
1. YES

2. NO

11

8. DK

9. NA

was a vacant

C14. How were you supposed to decide if a structure
housing unit or just an empty shed or building?
1.

wrIH FaJR WAllS,
ANY smJCIURE
CONFIRMED AS UNocaJPIED

2.

KNEWWHEIHER IT WAS VACM.fr OR Nor

3.

OIHER ANSWER:

8.

CAN'T REMEMBER

ROOF, WINIX>W,AND IX'OR

9. NOi' ASCERI'AINED

do you think that
C15. Although they might not be comfortable,
you listed as
structures
in most of the
people could live
vacant housing units?
1. YES

C16. Did you
condition

2. NO

8.

firrl occupied housing units
as the worst vacant housing?

1. YES

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERTAINED

2. NO

8.

that

were in as poor

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERTAINED

do you think some housing units were
Cl?. As far as you can tell,
missed during the enumeration in areas where you worked?
1. YES

2. NO

8.

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERTAINED

C17a. How do you think housing units

12

were missed?

Cl8. Were there any special places like canneries,
or group homes in the areas 'Where you worked?
1. YES

Cl9. What were these special

camps, rocrl:els,

~ SKIP 'ID
2.NO
8. CAN'~
Q C22.
9. NOl'
places?

Cl9a.
Cl9b.
Cl9c.
Cl9d.
c20. Did you enumerate any special

1.

C21.

YES

places?
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9 • Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

you think just about everyone who lived in these special
places at the time the census was taken was enumerated?
Do

1. YES

8. OON'T KNCM

2. NO

9.

C22. Did you ask people questions
1. YES

NOl' ASCERI'AINED

to complete census fonns?

2.NO I ~ SKIP 'ID
8. CAN T REMEMBER

9. NOl' AS

P 18, Q C43.

C23. Sometimes it is hard to fin::i people at home. Did you have
infonnation about one household from
to getting
to resort
of the time?
one-fifth
than
more
someone else
1. YES

2. NO

13

8. OON'T KNCM
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

do you think same people were missed
C24. As far as you can tell,
during the enumeration in the areas where you worked?
2. NO

1. YES

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C24a. How do you think people were missed?

C25. As you may remember, same households were supposed to answer
fonn an::i other households were supposed to answer a
a short
Do you remember how you chose the households
long fonn.
got the long fonn? (PROBE: could you describe how you
which
did it?)
1.

EVERY "Nth"

LISTED HOOSEHOID SEIECTED FOR IDNG FORM

2. IDENTIFIED ON MASTER LIST
3. OIHER ANSWER:

C26. What did
supposed

you do if
to complete

in a household who were
the people
speak English very
a lonJ fonn didn't

well?
AN ENGLISH SPF.AKING HOOSEHOID

1.

REPLACED HOOSEHOID wrnI

2.

ARRANGED FOR INTERPRETER OR ENUMERATION BY SOMEONE EI.SE

3.

USED A SHOR!' FORM WRITI'EN IN ANOI'HER LANGUAGE

4. NEVER HAPPENED
7.

_

OI'HER: ___________________

14

C27. What
the
1.

did you do if the people who were supposed to complete
long fo:rm weren't home (but housing unit was occupied) ?
REPIACED

HOOSEHOID WI'IH

WERE

A HCUSEHOID WHERE PIDPIE

HG1E
2.

KEPI' GOING BACK, FaJND CXJI' WHEN'IBEY W'.JUI.DBE HG1E OR
GOr I.AST RESORI' lNFORMATION

3.

Dilli'T HAPPEN
_

7. OIHER:___________________

people who were supposed
C28. An:i what did you do if the
complete the long fonn refused to complete it?
1.

REPIACED HOOSEHOID WI'IH A HCUSEHOID WHERE PIDPIE
TO cx:MPlEI'E FORM

2.

GOr I.AST RESORI' lNFORMATION

3.

CDNVINCED PIDPIE

4.

Dilli'T HAPPEN

AGREED

TO 00 IT

_

7. OIHER:___________________

have a household complete
sometimes
which did not complete
household
make up for a

C29. Did

to

you

1. YES

2. NO

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

a short
to substitute
C30. Were you ever told
enmreration
the
finish
could
you
fonn so that
1. YES

2. NO

C31. Same of the questions
worked. last
person
people think the phrase

a long fonn to
a long fonn?

fonn for a long
faster?

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

in the census asked. about whether
period
time
What
week.
to?
"last week" referred

1. WEEK BEFORE THE FORM WAS ro-1PIEI'ED

2. SPECIFICWEEK(S)
_

3. OIHER ___________

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

8. CANI T REMEMBER

15

the

did

most

income, do you think
C32. When asked to report their household's
furrl
permanent
their
remembered to include
rrost people
dividen:i checks?
9. Nor ASCERl'AINED

C33. Did you interview
-1.

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

1. YES

any people who fish

cannrercially?

YES

~: ~N'T

l- SKIP 'ID

KNOW

Q. C34.

9. Nor ASCERI'~

C33a. When commercial fishennen reported their income, did
report their incama before or after
they generally
deducting for crew shares and boat expenses?
1. BEFORE DEIUCTIONS

8. CANI T REMEMBER

2. AFTER DEIUCTIONS

9.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

3. VARIED A I.Or

asking people

uncomfortable
C34. Did you feel
and jobs?
incomes
about their

C35. Did many people

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

1. YES

census questions

9. Nor ASCERl'AINED

refuse

1. YES

to answer census questions?
9. Nor ASCERl'AINED

any questions
C36. Are there
when you asked them?
1. YES

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

that

just

didn't

2. NO

niake sense

to you

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C36a. What questions

niake sense?

didn't

16

C37. Did

you

(checks

listed)

work on the field follow up phase of the census?
of vacancies
am blocks with no living quarters

1. YES

2.NO~
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. NOl'

C38. Did you firrl housing units listed
did not meet the census definition
1. YES

SKIP 'IO

P 18, Q C43.

as vacant that you thought
of a housing unit?

2. NO~
8. CAN'~
9. NOl'

SKIP 'IO
Q

C39.

C38a. Did you generally leave them as vacant housing
units or reclassify
them as non-residential
structures?
1. I.EFT THEMAS VACM.fr
2. RECI.ASSIFIED '!HEM

8. OON'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C39. Did you firrl housing units
listed
actually have been listed as occupied?
1. YES

as vacant

=:o.J-

~

2.NO
8. CAN'T
9. NOl' AS

that

should

SKIP 'IO
Q

C40.

C39a. Were you able to get info:nnation on most of the
households there at the time of the census?
1. YES
2. NO

8. OON'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C40. Did you f irrl housing units
as having no living quarters?
1. YES
2. NO

in the blocks originally

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. NOI'ASCERI'AINED

17

listed

C41. As far as you can tell,
missed during the field
1. YES

do you think same housing units were
follc::,;.,-up in areas where you worked?
2. NO

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C41a. HCMdo you think housing units were missed?

do you think some people were missed
C42. As far as you can tell,
during the field follow-up in the areas where you worked?
1. YES

2. NO

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C42a. HCMdo you think people were missed?

C43. Did you help other census workers to find their
the villages where you worked on the census?
1. YES

2. NO

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C44. Did you serve as an interpreter
1. YES

way arourrl

2. NO

for other

census workers?

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

18

C45. Did some :people in the camunities
enumerator oppose the census beirg
2.

1. YES

in which you worked as an
taken?
OON'T I<NCM

8.

NO

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

or didn't

C45a. Did that make your job ItDre difficult
it make a difference?
1. MADEJOB MOREDIFFIClJIJI'
2.

DirN' T MAKE A DIFFERENCE

8.

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C46. How niany weeks did you work as a census ern.nnerator?

D

98.
99.

C47. Do you think
enumerator?
1.

the

pay

CAN I T REMEMBER
NOi' ASCERI'AINED

was fair

for the work you did as an

YES

2. NO, '100 I.CM
3. NO, HIGHER THAN NECESSARY

C48. Did you have trouble

gettirg

C49. Did

you travel
Bureau?

paid on time?
8. DK

2. NO

1. YES

8. DK
9. NA

to carnnrunities besides

9 .NA

where you live

for the

Census

2. NO

1. YFS

8.

OON'T I<NOO

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

C49a. Were you able to travel
the most sense?
1. YES

at a time when it made
8. DK

2. NO

9 .NA

C49b. Were you able to obtain advance payment for
most of your travel expenses?
1. YFS

8. DK

2. NO

19

9 .NA

cso.

1. SATISFIED

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nar ASCERI'AINED

J-

or dissatisfied.

are satisfied.

you

say

would you
overall,
with your experience?

SKIP 'IO Q B51

2. DISSATISFIED
I

Were you dissatisfied

with:

(MULTIPIE"YES"s OK)

YES

NO

DK

NA

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

C50a. the pay?
C50b. the way you were treated.
other census workers?

by

csoc. the

kind of work you were
asked to do?
else?
(PROBE: What was that?)

CSOd. something

C51. What do you think the census Bureau could do differently
the next census to make it better?

mMPIEI'E NEXTAPPLICABIESECTION

II

( SEE SCREENING PAGE)
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in

_

S'IUDY NO. ___

INIWR

INTERVIEWER ID.

Is

IN'IW NO.

SECI'ION D

TEAM I.EADERS

D1.

in one or m:::>retraining
Did you participate
prepare you to work as a team leader?
~: ~' T REMEMBER }
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

sessions

to

SKIP 'IO Q D2

2. NO

Ola. Did you work as a team leader
1. YES

I

SKIP 'IO Q D3

D2.

anyway?

2. NO -----~
1un v=.L.,
8 • CAN'T REMEMBERL.n._-...=""·TT._
9. NOl' AS<:ERTAJ[NEI}--1

Did you complete the training?
T REMEMBER}
~: ~'
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

SKIP 'IO Q D3

2. NO

D2a. Did you work as a team leader
1. YES

D3.

Were the
started?

training

anyway?

2. NO --------.
8 • CAN'T REMEMBER..-..Tr."'--J
9. Nor AS'-'-'tl:~.J..HJ..:,JJ

materials

ready to use when the training

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

1. YFS
2. NO

21

D4.

Did the training
provide
to do your job correctly?

you with the infonnation

~: ~'
T REMEMBER }
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

you needed

SKIP 'IO Q D5

2. NO

I
you needed in

D4a. Were you able to get the infonnation
same other way?
1. YES

D5.

8. DK

2. NO

9.

NA

In which cornnrunities did you work as a team leader?

D5a.

D5b.
D5c.

D5d. -----------D5e.
D5f. ___________

_

D5g. -----------D5h. -----------D5i. ___________
D6.

_

Did someone else work on the enumeration
before you started your work?
1. YES

of any cornnrunities

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D6a. Were you generally able to use the work already
done or did you generally have to start over?
1. GENERAILY ABIE 'IO RELY ON IDRK AIRE.ADY OONE
2.

GENERAILY HAD 'IO STARl' OVER

8.

DK

D6b. Were the prior
leaders?

9. NA

workers ern.noorators or team

1. ENUMERA'IORS 2 • TEAM LEADERS

22

3 • :ooIH

8.

DK

9 • NA

D7.

assigrnoont bigger
Was your original
in the time you were given?
1. YES

than you could complete

8. OON'T KNOO
9. NOi' ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

D7a. Did someone else complete part of your original
assigrnnent or did you complete it yourself?
1. SC11EDNEEI.SE CCMPI.El'ED PAR!'
CCMPI.El'EDASSIGmMENT ON 00N

2.

9. N01' ASCERI'AINED

8. CAN'T REMEMBER

D8.

Bureau maps for these
roads?
shCM most of the existing

Did

the

Census

1. YES
2. NO

D9.

Were the block
without guessing?

1. YES

3.

accurately

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. NOi' ASCERI'AINED

NO

boundaries

communities

general! y

3. NO

2. NO

possible

to

locate

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

by the census
use the maps provided
DlO. Did you generally
maps provided by someone else, or did you generally
bureau,
draw your own maps? (PROBE:What maps did you use rnost of
the time?)
1. CENSUS BUREAU MAPS
2. MAPS PROVIDED BY SCMEDNEEI.SE
3. DREWOWNMAPS
4. ro-IBJNATION

8. CANI T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

23

enough in area

small
D11. Were the blocks
all the housing units?
T REMEMBER }
~: ~'
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

to be sure you foun:i

SKIP 'ID Q D12

2. NO

I
Olla.

foun:i all the housing
you eventually
in the blocks that were too big?

Do you think

units

1. YES

2.

NO

8. DK

9. NA

D12. How were you who were supposed to decide if a structure
a vacant housing unit or just an empty shed or building?

was

1.

ANY Sl'RIJCIURE WI'IH FaJR WALI.S, RCX)F, WINlX>W,AND IXJOR
(X)NFIRMED AS UNOC'ClJPIED

2.

KNEW WHEI'HERIT WAS VACJ>Nr OR Nor

3•

OIHER ANSWER:

8. CAN'T REMEMBER

do you think that
D13. Al though they might not be comfortable,
as
you listed
in most of the structures
could live
people
vacant housing units?

D14. Did you
condition

find

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

1. YES

housing

occupied

units

that

were in as poor

as the worst vacant housing?

1. YES

2.

NO

24

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

do yoo. trunk some housing
D15. As far as you can tell,
missed in the areas where you worked?

were missed?

D15a. How do you think housin;J units

canneries,
like
places
any special
there
worked?
yoo.
where
group homes in the areas

D16. Were

1. YES
T REMEMBER
~: ~'
9. Nor AS~

D17. What were these

special

_

D17b. _____________

_

D17c. _____________

_

D17d. ____________

_

1. YES

L-

camps, or

SKIP 'IO
NIDcr' PAGE
Q D20.

places?

D17a. _____________

D18. Did you enumerate

were

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

1. YES

units

any special
2. NO

places?
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D19. Do you think just about evei::yone who lived in these special
places at the time the census was taken was enumerated?
1. YES

2. NO

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

25

D20. Sametilnes it is hard to firrl people at home. Did you have
to gettin:;J infonnation about one household from
to resort
of the ti.n'e?
someone else more than one-fifth
1. YES

8.
9.

2. NO

OON'T KNOW
Nor ASCERI'AINED

do you think same people were missed
D21. As far as you can tell,
during the enumeration in areas where you worked?
1. YES

8.

2. NO

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D21a. How do you think people

D22. As

team leader,

a

\I/ere

missed?

did you help hire any ern.nnerators for the

census?
1. YES

~ SKIP 'IO
2.NO
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
P 28, Q D24.
9. Nor AS

26

D23. Were you able to hire people who appeared able arrl willin:J
to work as an enumerator?
1. YES (M:lST)

8.
9.

CAN'T REMEMBER
NOi' ASCERI'AINED

J-

SKIP 'IO NIDcr' PAGE, Q

D24.

2. NO (FEW OR NONE)

I
Was that because:
YES

NO

DK

NA

1

2

8

9

D23b. everyone already had a jab?

1

2

8

9

D23c. the people recammerrled weren't
qualified?

1

2

8

9

023d. some other reason?

1

2

8

9

D23a. the wage offered

was

too la..t?

(PROBE:What was that?

27

D24. Would you say that m:::>Stof the enumerators you supervised
worked out well as enumerators?

J-

......
1. YES (M:>ST)-SKIP 'IO CHECKroINT
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO (FEW OR NONE)

I
Which, if any, of the following things
were you able to do about people
who did not work well as enurnerators:
YES

NO

DK

NA

D24a. replaced them with new workers?

1

2

8

9

D24b. had them act as guides rather
than enumerators?

1

2

8

9

D24c. just had to accept the work
they did?

1

2

8

9

D24d. had them act as interpreters?

1

2

8

9

D24e. just did the work yourself?

1

2

8

9

D24f. something else?
(PROBE:What was that?)

1

2

8

9

(MIJI.lI'IPIE "YES"s OK)

ClIECKFOINT

Did R work as an enumerator also?

D
D

YES -----

SKIP 'ID PAGE 30,

NO -----

CDNTINUE
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Q D32.

you may remember, sc::mahouseholds were who were supposed
answer a short fo:rm arrl other households were supposed to
remamber how you chose the
Do you
fo:rm.
a long
answer
you
(PROBE: could
fo:rm?
long
the
got
which
households
how you did it?)
describe

D25. As

to

1. EVERY "Nth"

LISTED HOUSEHOIDSEIECIBD FOR LONG FORM

2. IDENTIFIED ON MASTER LIST
3.

OIHER ANSWER:

D26. What

did

supposed

you do if
complete
to

in a household who were
people
the
speak English very
didn't
fo:rm
a long

well?
1.

REPIACED HOUSEHOIDWITH AN ENGLISH SPEAKING HOUSEHOID

2. ARRANGEDFOR INTERPRErER OR ENUMERATIONBY SOMOONEEI.SE
3. USED A SHORI' FORMWRI'ITEN IN ANOIHER IANGUAGE

4. NEVER HAPPENED
7.

you do if
D27. What did
weren't
fo:rm
the long
1.

_

OIHER: ___________________

REPIACED

the people who were supposed to complete
horre (but housing unit was occupied)?

HOUSEHOID WI'IH

A HOUSEHOIDWHERE PIDPIE

WERE

HCME
2.

KEPI' GOING BA.CK, FOONDoor WHENTHEY WOUID BE HCME OR
GOl' 1AST RFSORI' INFORMATION

3.

NEVER HAPPENED

7.

_

OIHER: ___________________

people who were supposed to
the
you do if
did
D28. And what
cornplete it?
to
refused
fo:rm
long
the
cornplete
AGREED

HOUSEHOIDWI'IH A HOO'SEHOIDWHERE PIDPIE
TO CDMPIBI'E FORM

1.

REPIACED

2.

GOl' I.AST RFSORI' INFORMATION

3.

CONVINCED PIDPIE

4.

NEVER HAPPENED

TO CDMPI.EI'E IT

_

7. OI'HER: __________________
29

D29. Did you sometbnes have a household complete a long fonn to
make up for a household which did not complete a long fonn?
2. NO

1. YES

CAN'T

8.

REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

a short fonn for a long
D30. Were you ever told to substitute
fonn so that you could finish the ern.nneration on ti.Ire?
2. NO

1. YES

CAN'T

8.

REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D31. Some of the questions in the census asked about whether the
did
period
What time
week.
worked last
person
to?
referred
week"
people think the phrase "last
1. WEEK BEFORE THE FORMWAS a:MPI.EI'ED
2. SPECIFIC WEEK(S)
_

3. OIHER ___________
8.

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

CAN I T REMEMBER

ALL TE.AMI.FADERS:

D32. When asked to report their household's income, do you think
permanent :furxi
m:::>Stpeople remembere:i to include their
checks?
dividerrl
2. NO

1. YES

D33. Did you interview
-1.

8.

OON'T KNOW

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

any people who fish commercially?

YES

~ SKIP 'IO Q. D34.
2.NO
8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor AS

D33a. When commercial fishennen reported their income, did
they generally report their income before or after
deducting for crew shares and boat expenses?
CAN'T

REMEMBER

1. BEFORE DEOOCTIONS

8.

2. AFTER DEOOCTIONS

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

3. VARIED A I..01'

30

most

asking people census questions

uncomfortable
D34. Did you feel
am jobs?
incomes
their
about
1. YFS

D35. Did many people refuse

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

to answer census questions?
8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

1. YES

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D36. Were there any questions
when you asked them?

that just

didn't

make sense

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

didn't

D37. Did you review preliminary
1. YFS

sense?

make

census counts with local

2.NO
8. CAN'T

~
~

9. Nor AS

leaders?

SKIP 'IO
~

Q

D38. Did any local leaders

to you

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

1. YFS

D36a. What questions

8. OON'T KNOW

2. NO

PAGE

D39

think that the counts were wrong?

1. YFS

2. NO

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D38a. What did you do?

31

some people in the communities in which you worked as a
team leader oppose the census bein:Jtaken?

D39. Did

8. OON'T roKM

2. NO

1. YES

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D39a. Did that make your job ~re
it make a difference?

or didn't

difficult

1. MADE JOB MORE DIFFICl.JUI'
2. DIOO I T MAKE A DIFFERENCE
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

D40. HCMmany weeks did you work as a team leader?

D

CANI T REMEMBER
NOl' ASCERI'AINED

98.

99.

WEEKS

D41. Do you think
leader?

for the work you did as a team

the pay was fair

1. YES
2. NO, 'IOO 100
3. NO, HIGHER 'IHAN NECESSARY

D42. Did you have trouble

D43. Were you
sense?

paid on tilne?

getting

8.

2. NO

1. YES

able

to

at

travel
2. NO

1. YES

8. DK
9. NA

DK

9

.NA

a tilne when it made the m::>St
8. DK

9 .NA

D44. Were you able to get advance payment for most of your travel
expenses?
2. NO

1. YES

would you
D45. overall,
with your experience?
1.

SATISFIED

2.

say

you

DISSATISFIED

32

8. DK
are satisfied

8. DK

9 .NA

or dissatisfied
9. NA

you think the eensus Bureau could do differently
to make it better?
census
the next

D46. What

do

in

a:ro>I.El'E NE}cr' APPLICABLE SECTION

II

( SEE SCREENING PAGE)
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II

_

INTERVIEWERID. __

S'IUDY NO.

INl.VWR Is INIW NO.

SECl'ION E

CREWI.FADERS
El.

in one or more training
Did you participate
prepare you to work as a crew leader?
~: ~' T REMEMBER}
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

sessions

to

SKIP 'ID Q E2

2. NO

Did you work as a crew leader

Ela.

2. NO -------,

1. YES

I

8 • CAN'T REMEMBERT"-TT,....._L__y-,,,.,:.."'""w:'L~JTT"J.,>1.LU•

9. Nor AS--=u.n..u.,i;=

SKIP 'ID Q E3

E2.

anyway?

Did you complete

the training?
SKIP 'ID Q E3

~: ~' T REMEMBER}
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED
2. NO

E2a. Did you work as a crew leader
1. YES

anyway?

2. NO ------.
,.
,"IJ.t.T,
~,TT",_
,;_"'""w:'L
8 • CANI T REMEMBERT>-'""""---'L__y-,,

9. Nor AS,-...:.~"-U.,1.1..JL.J

E3.

Were the
started?

training

materials

ready to use when the training
8.

1. YES
2. NO

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

34

E4.

REMEMBER }
~: ~'T
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

you needed

infonnation

you with the

Did the training provide
to do your job correctly?

SKIP 'ID Q E5

2. NO

I
E4a. Were you able to get the infonnation
scare other way?

E5.

8. DK

2. NO

1. YES

In which connnunities

you needed

in

9. NA

or areas did you work as a crew leader?

E5a.
E5b.

E5c.
E5d.

E5e.
E6.

Were your em.nnerator's original assignments generally
than they could complete in the time they were given?
2. NO

1. YES

bigger

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

E6a. Were you able to assign rrore people to help or
did the enumerators have to complete their
original assignments?
1. ASSIGNED :IDRE PIDPIE 'ID HELP
2. a:MPIEI'ED ASSIGNEMENTON ~
3. BJIH
8.

E7.

9. NOl' ASCERI'AINED

CAN'T REMEMBER

the
Did
accurately

Bureau maps used by your
of the existing roads?
most
show

1. YES
2. NO

Census

3. NO

35

enumerators

8. CANI T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERl'AINED

ES.

1. YES
2. NO

E9.

able

generally
enumerators
your
Were
guessirg?
without
bourrlaries

to

locate

block

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

3. NO

by the census
use the maps provided
Did they generally
maps provided by sc:meone else, or did they generally
bureau,
own maps? (PROBE: What maps did they use lOOSt of
draw their
the time?)
1.
2.
3.
4.

CENSUS HJREAU MAPS
EI.SE
MAPS PROVIDED BY Sct-1EX:lNE
DREWCMNMAPS
COIBINATION

8. CANI T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

small enough
ElO. Were the blocks
enumerators found all the housirg
T REMEMBER }
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

~: ~'

in area to be sure that
units?

SKIP 'ID Q Ell

2. NO

I
ElOa.

Do you think

the housing

1. YES

foun:i all
the enumerators eventually
too big?
were
that
blocks
the
in
units
2. NO

36

8. DK

9. NA

the

Ell.

do yai think scme housing units were
far as you can tell,
ion in the areas where you worked?
enumerat
the
missed during

As

1. YES

Ella.

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

How do you think housing units

were missed?

El2. Were you able to go out am.verify
many housing units in your area?
1. YES

2. NO

the vacancy status

of

8. OON'T KNCM
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

Did
is hard to fin:i :people at home.
it
El3. Sometimes
getting
to
resort
to
have
your areas
in
enumerators
about one household from someone else more than
info:rmation
of the time?
one-fifth
1. YES

2. NO

do you think
El4. As far as you can tell,
in the areas where you worked?
1. YES

El4a. How do you think

2. NO

8. OON'T KNCM
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

some people were missed
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

people were missed?

37

most of the emnnerators
E15. Would you say that
worked out well as enumerators?

J-

1.

YES (M'.)S'I')

9.

NC1I'ASCERI'AINED

2.

NO (FEW OR NONE)

S. CAN'T REMEMBER

you supervised

SKIP 'ID Q E16.

I
Which, if arrt, of the following tlrlngs were you able to
do about people who did not work well as enumerators?
(MIJI11'IPIE "YES"s

E15a. replaced

OK)

them with new workers?

E15b. just had to accept
they did?

YES

NO

DK

NA

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

the work

E15c. something else?
(PROBE: What was that?)

El6. As you may remember, sane households were supposed to answer
fonn arrl other households were supposed to answer a
a short
chose the
Do you remember how most enumerators
long fonn.
you
could
(PROBE:
fonn?
long
the
got
which
households
it?)
did
they
how
describe
1. EVERY "Nth"

LISTED HOOSEHOID SEI.ECI'ED FOR IDNG FORM

2. IDENTIFIED ON MASTER Lisr
3. OIHER ANSWER:

do if the people in a household
E17. What did most entnnerators
fonn didn't speak English very
long
a
complete
to
ffilPl.X>sed
well?
1. REPIACED HOOSEHOID WI'IH AN ENGLISH SPEAKING HOOSEHOID
2.

ARRANGED FOR 1NI'ERPREI'ER OR ENUMERATION BY SCMEONE EI.SE

3. USED A SHORr FORM WRITTEN IN ANOIHER LANGUAGE
4. NEVER HAPPENED

7. OlliER: ___________________
38

_

E18. What did most enumerators do if the people who were supposed
to complete the long fonn weren't home (but housing unit was
occupied)?
1.

REPIACED

HOUSEHOID WI'IH

A HOOSEHOID WHERE PEOPIE WERE

HCME
GOING BACK, FOOND aJl' WHEN'IHEY WXJI..D BE lICME OR
GCJr I.AST RESORI' INFORMATION

2.

KEPI'

3.

NEVER HAPPENED

_

7. OIHER: ___________________

do if the people who were
E19. And what did most enumerators
refused to complete it?
fonn
supposed to complete the lorg
1.

REPIACED

HOUSEHOID WI'IH A HOUSEHOID WHERE PEOPIE AGREED

'IO cx::MPIEI'E FORM
2.

GCJr I.AST RESORI' INFORMATION

3•

CONVINCED PEOPIE 'IO c:x:t1PI..El'EIT

4.

NEVER HAPPENED

_

7. OIHER: ___________________

E20. Did you sometimes tell
for a long fonn
fonn
enumeration on time?
1. YES

a short
to substitute
enumerators
the
they could finish
so that

2. NO

8.

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

E21. Did some people in the conununities in which you worked as a
crew leader oppose the census being taken?
1. YES

2. NO

8. OON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

E21a. Did that make your job nore difficult
it make a difference?
1. MADE JOB MORE DIFFiaJLT
2. DIDN'T MAKE A DIFFERENCE
8.

CAN'T

REMEMBER

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED
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or didn't

E22. How many weeks did you work as a crew leader?

D

CAN'T REMEMBER
NOi' ASCERI'AlliED

98.
99.

WEEKS

for the work you did as a crew

E23. Do you think the pay was fair
leader?
1. YES

2 • NO, '100 I.CM
3. NO, HIGHER THAN NECESSARY

E24. Did you have trouble

paid on t:rne?

getting
2. NO

1. YES

would you
E25. overall,
with your experience?
1. SATISFIED

2.

say

8. DK
9. NA

you

DISSATISFIED

8.

DK

are satisfied
8. DK

9 .NA

or dissatisfied
9. NA

E26. What do you think the Census Bureau could do differently
the next census to make it better?

II

ro.n?LETE NEXT APPLICABLE SECTION
(SEE SCREENlNG PAGE)
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in

II

_

S'IUDY NO. ___

INTERVIEWERID.

INI'VWR'S

IN'IW NO.

SEC!'ICN F

SUPERVISOR
FIEID OPERATIONS
Fl.

sessions
in one or m::>retraining
Did you participate
supervisor?
operations
prepare you to work as a field
T REMEMBER }
~: ~'
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

to

SKIP 'ID Q F2

2. NO

Did you work as an FCS anyway?

Fla.

2. NO -------.

1. YES

I

SKIP 'ID Q F3

F2.

8.
9.

CAN'T REMEMBER

Nor ASC::ER:rAil~

Did you corrq;,lete the training?
REMEMBER }
~: ~'T
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

SKIP 'ID Q F3

2. NO
F2a. Did you work as an FCS anyway?

1. YES

.....
2. NO----....n.1..;_=u:'°1.._,
'IT".L,>.,_>-T,
8 • CANI T REMEMBER,,_TT.'""'---'L
..
9. Nor AS,.........,,,,~
1..n.1-:..LJ

F3.

the
started.?

Were

training

materials

ready to use when the training'

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

1. YES
2. NO
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you with the info:nnation

provide
to do your job correctly?
Did

F4.

the training

you needed

J-

1.

YFS

9.

NOi' ASCERI'AINED

SKIP 'IO Q F5

8. CAN'T REMEMBER
2. NO

I
F4a. Were you able to get the info:nnation
soma other way?
1. YFS

F5.

8. DK

2. NO

you needed in
9. NA

For what areas were you responsible?
_
F5a. __________

F5b. ----------F5c. __________

_

F5d. ----------F5e. __________

_

OFFICEUSE ONLY

II

FOSTYPE:
F6.

Did someone else

2. ROOUIAR

1. REMJl'E

hold your position

Did you help hire any team leaders
1. YFS

as FOS before

you?

8. CON'T KNOW
9. Nor ASCERrAINED

1. YFS
2. NO

F7.

3. OOIH

for the census?

~ SKIP

8. CAN'T ~
2.NO

9. Nor AS
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Q. F9

'IO

F8.

to hire people
Were you able
to work as a team leader?

1. YES (M:m')

a.

CAN'T REMEMBER

9. NOI' ASCERI'AINED

J-

who appeared

able

ani willinJ

SKIP 'ID Q F9.

2. NO (NONE OR FEW)

I

Was that

because:
YES

NO

DK

NA

was too low?

1

2

8

9

had a jd:>?

1

2

8

9

recommerrled weren't

1

2

8

9

reason?

1

2

8

9

F8a. the wage offered

F8b. everyone

already

F8c. the people
qualified?
F8d. some other

(PROBE: What was that?

F9.

Did

you supeJ::Vise
1. YES

any team leaders?
2. NO

=1-

9. Nor AS
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SKIP 'ID
P 46, Q Fl5

Flo.

the team leaders
Would you say that
out well as team leaders?

J-

1. YES (MJST)
8. CAN'T REMEMBER
9. NOi' ASCERI'AINED

you supei:vised

worked.

SKIP 'IO Q Fll.

2. NO (NONE OR FEW)

I

Which, if any, of the foll0ti1ing things
were you able to do about team leaders
who did not work well as team leaders:

FlOa.

them with new workers?

replaced

FlOb. just had to live
they did?

FlOd. something else?
(PROBE: What was that?

Fll.

Were your team leaders able
think made the most sense?

~:

~

1

NA

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

to travel

on a schedule

SKIP 'IO NEXT PAGE, Q F12.

T REMEMBER}

9. Nar ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

Flla.

DK

with the work

the work to others?

FlOc. assigned

NO

YES

(MI.JllI'IPIE 11YES11s OK)

Why not?
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that

you

F12. Did same of your team leaders have problems with same of the
emnnerators with whom they were supposed to work?

What problems did they have?

Fl2a.

F13. Did

8. OON'T KNOO
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

1. YES

some

of

your

team

have problems with census

leaders

maps?

Fl3a.

8. OON'T KNOO
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

2. NO

1. YES

What problems did they have?

F14. Did some
opposition

of your team leaders
to the census?

1. YES

have problems with cormnunity

2. NO

F14a. What problems did they have?

45

8. OON'T KNOO
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

F15. Did you supervise

any crew leaders?

1. YES

~

2.NO

9. NOI'

F16. Would you say that
the crew leaders
out well as crew leaders?
1. YES (M::>ST)
8. CANI T REMEMBER
9. NOI' ASCERI'AINED

SKIP 'IO
Nm PAGE
Q F20

you supervised

worked

J-

SKIP 'IO Q Fl 7.

2. NO (NONE OR FEW)

I

Which, if any, of the follo;,,d..rq tirings
were you able to do about people
who did not work well as crew leaders:
(MUIJI'IPIE "YES"s OK)

F16a. replaced

NO

DK

NA

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

1

2

8

9

them with new workers?

F16b. just had to live
they did?
F16c. assigned.

YES

with the work

the work to others?

F16d. sornetlring else?
(PROBE:What was that?

Fl 7. Did
that

some of your crew leaders firrl that
were too big to complete on time?

they had assignneits

~: ~'
T REMEMBER }
9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

PAGE, Q F18.

SKIP 'IO Nm

2. NO

F17a. What happened.?
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short
to substitute
crew leaders
Fl8. Did you sarretilnes tell
finish
could
fonns for lOn;J fonns so that their enumerators
the enumeration faster?
2. NO

1. YES

Fl9. Did

soma

of

your

8.
9.

have problems with census

leaders

crew

CAN'T REMEMBER
Nor ASCERI'AINED

maps?
1.

2. NO

YES

8.

OON'T KNOW

9. Nor ASCERI'AINED

Fl9a. What problems did they have?

F20. How many weeks did you work as an FOS?

D
F21.

Do you
FOS?

think

the

pay

98.

CAN'T REMEMBER

99.

Nor ASCERI'AINED

was fair

1. YES
2. NO, 'IOO I.!:M
3. NO, HIGHER THAN NECESSARY
F22. Did you have trouble

would you
F23. overall,
with your experience?
1. SATISFIED

say

8.

DK

9. NA

paid on time?

getting
2. NO

1. YES

for the work you did as an

you

2. DISSATISFIED

47

8. DK

are satisfied
8.

DK

9 .NA

or dissatisfied
9. NA

F24.

What

do you think the Census Bureau could
the next census to make it better?

'!HANKR FOR INI'ERVIEW!
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do differently

in

